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Cfiapter 1:- Introduction 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the discussion will be made on the different aspects of 
automation. It includes the history, need and purpose of library 
automation. Due to rapid technological changes that are continually 
taking place, it is a constant challenge in this discipline to stay abreast 
of the far reaching effects of this worldwide expansion, and to be able 
to develop and deliver more innovative methodologies and techniques 
utilizing the library automation software. 
1. AUTOMATION 
The automation word was first used in 1936 by D.S. Harder, who was 
then with General Motors Corporation in the U.S. He defined it 
initially as an "Automatic Handling of parts between progressing 
production processes." (Harder, D.S. 1936). 
The word automation has been used in literature in various meanings. 
"Any continuous integrated operation of a producing system that uses 
electronic computers on related equipment to regulate and co-ordinate 
the quantity and quality of what is produced." (Singh, 1994). 
According to the Webster Dictionary: 
"The technique of making an apparatus, processor system by 
mephanical devices that take place of human organs of observation, 
effort or decision." (Merriam Webster). 
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l.l.Library Automation 
In libraries, automation or mechanization is playing a vital role during 
these days. The librarians are being designated as library scientists, 
info. Scientists, info. Officers, documentalists, and technical officers. 
Automation in libraries means cutting short the distance in terms of 
time, space and even language between the documents and users of the 
document. 
The utilization of computer and related make the provision to provide 
the right information to right reader at the right time in a right forni in 
a personal way. Automation of library activities provides the services 
very efficiently, adequately and economically. The modem libraries 
and information centre facilities free communication because access to 
information has become a fundamental right of the clientele. 
(Bhardwaj and Shukla, 2001). 
1.1.1. Dennition of Library Automation 
The ALA Glossary of Library & Information Science defines 
library automation as "the use of computers and other machines by a 
library to support its system and services."(Young, 1983). 
The Dictionary for Library & Information Science defines library 
automation as "The design and implementation of ever more 
sophisticated computer systems to accomplish tasks originally done by 
hand in libraries." (Reitz, 2004). 
1.2. History of Library Automation 
Library automation refers to use of computers in library work 
including services. Computers were engaged for working in library 
science in USA in 1950s in a very modest way. Dr. H.P. Luhn had 
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organized computerized indexes in 1950s. Computers entered and 
found some place in American libraries during this decade. However 
their use and application was very limited and restricted due to the 
high cost of hardware and non-availability of application software 
packages. During 1960s the cost of hardware was slashed down and 
appreciable attempts were made towards development of library 
application packages. This led to increased use of computers in 
libraries and printing industries. 
There was a heartening welcome of the tape containing the catalogue. 
MEDLARS and INTREX projects are similar examples of producing 
machine readable catalogues. Now-a-days computers have become 
almost essential components of library work in developing countries. 
(Sharma, 1993). 
In 1930s, the effort of library automation system was started by 
Herman Hollerith of the US Census Bureau who invented punched 
card technology. In 1935, Dr. Ralph H. Parker created a circulation 
control system at the University of Texas at Austin using the Hollerith 
Punched card equipments. 
In 1970s the first trend of library was developed in US, using 
computers for creating bibliographic databases as library catalogues. 
In 1967 the OCLC (Online Computer Library Centre), was started the 
first computer-based library network. During the 1970s the 
development of the integrated computer chip and storage devices led 
to an explosion of library automation. RLIN (Research Libraries 
Information Network) and WLN (Washington Library Network) was 
started the online library networks. 
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During 1980s, when the rapid development of lower cost 
microcomputers and it's easily available in libraries, the automation 
became a possible proposition for all types and size of libraries. Many 
library automation packages also came into the market. The 
introduction of CD-ROMS in the late 1980 has changed the way 
libraries operate, CD-ROMs containing databases, software, and 
information previously only available through print, became available 
making the information more accessible. 
The 1990s have seen the rise of computer networking. Libraries also 
started Internet and the World Wide Web on a large scale providing 
quick library and information services to their users. Also, hardware-
specific automation packages, packages with web-interface, came into 
the market. In the new millennium, every library, small medium or 
large are now using the computers and plans or implements 
automation of its activities and services. Computerized catalogues or 
OPACs largely replace traditional library catalogues. The latest 
technology penetration in library automation is barcode technology, 
digital library and RFID security system. The library automation, 
which started in the 1970s in a few special libraries, has now reached 
most of the special and universities libraries. It is yet to take off in 
college libraries in India owing to various problems. (Aswal, 2006). 
1.3. Need and Purpose of Library Automation 
The motto of library automation is to provide the right information, to 
right person, in right manner, in right time. To appreciate the 
advantages it becomes necessary to highlight the different levels if 
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library automation. For convenience it can be visualized at following 
levels: 
> LIBRARY CATALOGUING SYSTEM: 
The automated library cataloguing system means creation of 
bibliographical information in MARC standard format for most of the 
library activities and services such as acquisition, reference, 
bibliographic service, inter-library loan, cooperating, cataloguing, 
etc...For user point of view, users can search any fields, fast retrieval 
and printing the required information. Machine Readable cataloguing 
records are the standard method of storing and transmitting 
bibliographic records. 
> TO REDUCE THE STAFF: 
Library automation means minimize the intervenes of human activities 
and maximizes the uses of latest technology. It's eliminating the 
repetitive work and cumbersome job of printing the card catalogue. It 
saves the stationary and space. It reduces the activities of human being 
in all the housekeeping operation and makes the process simple. 
> INCREASE THE STAFF PRODUCTIVITY 
It increases the efficiency and productivity of library staff by using 
copy cataloguing, sharing of bibliographical records, making union 
catalogues, use of other external databases. It makes the consistency of 
the record and the standard quality. 
> HOUSEKEEPING OPERATIONS 
Housekeeping operations covers acquisition, circulation and serial 
control cataloguing. 
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> ADVANCE IN TECHNOLOGY 
Library should follow the new advance technology i.e. RFID. A new 
and innovative replacement for barcode technology is RFID (Radio 
Frequency Identification Devices). RFID brings many of the same 
advantages of barcodes, but uses a different type of reader to collect 
data. Instead of pulling each book off the shelf to scan a barcode, an 
RFID reader is simply passed near the shelf and all the RFID labels 
are read and decoded. 
> SYSTEM FIARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
A computer operating system is the underlying software that is usually 
provided by the hardware manufacturer from whom you purchased 
your system. Most library system vendors offer software that runs on 
more than one operating system platform. (Aswal, 2006). 
L3.1. Need for library automation: 
This is the age of computer. A computer has revolutionized all fields 
of knowledge. Now it has being used extensively in libraries. Today 
information technology coupled with computer technology has 
conquered even space and time with regard to dissemination of 
information. Increasing volume of information on one hand, and users 
and their specialized needs on the other hand requires newer methods 
for organizing information and new services such as the SDI service 
became possible only because of computer. The need for automation 
is emphasized for the following factors: 
1. Traditional methods for handling the information are inadequate 
due to high growth rate of information. 
2. Difficult to update the information due to voluminous increase and 
rise in the degree of specialization involved. 
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3. Techniques are suggested for applying the computers with its 
advantages of speed, vast storage capacity and accuracy to library 
work. 
4. The need for cooperation & resource sharing and the hope of 
achieving some savings through automation made to switch over to 
automation. 
5. Library staff and patrons can have access to all pertinent 
information at one location. 
6. Operational advantages: 
a) Offer flexibility 
b) Speed up processing and work flow 
c) Greater accuracy, efficiency, consistency and improved control 
d) Reduces repetitive clerical work 
e) Permits ease of bibliographic control, checking and updating 
f) Permits improved and budget control. (Vasanath, 2000). 
1.4. Library Automation in India 
The Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta was first in India to install a 
computer system in India to install a computer system in 1955, and to 
develop an indigenous computer in 1964. As far as use of computer 
for library work is concerned, in India computers were used in library 
work for the first time possible by INSDOC when they computerized 
the author and subject indexes of 'Indian Science Abstract' in 1965. In 
1967, the INSDOC brought out the Roster of Indian Scientific and 
Technical Translators with the help of computers. INSDOC brought 
out the first Union catalogues with the help of computers under the 
title "Regional Union Catalogues of Scientific Serials, Bombay-
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Poona" in 1973. In 1978 INSDOC initiated SDI service as a NISSAT 
PROJECT with Chemical Abstracts and INSPEC data-bases, with the 
use CAN/SDI software of IIT Madras. In 1970s computerized 
databases through the initiative and financial support of NISSAT 
many libraries ventured in preparing computerized databases. Through 
the initiative and financial support of NISSAT many library networks 
were inifiated and are operative. Notables of these networks are 
CALIBNET (Calcutta Library Network), DELNET (Delhi Library 
Network), INFLIBNET (Information and Library Network) and 
PUNNET (Pune Library Network) etc. Among other networks notable 
are NICNET, INDONE, SIRNET etc. (Pandey, 1995). 
1.5 Definition of Software 
According to Wikipedia Encyclopedia (2011) software is a generic 
term for organized collections of codes representing instructions 
executed by a computer. Software is often written first as sources code 
and then converted into a binary format that is specific to the device 
on which the code will be executed. 
According to Merriam-Webster's Online Dictionary (2011) 
"Something used or associated with and usually contrasted with 
hardware as (a) the entire set of programs, procedures and related 
documentation associated with a system and specially a computer 
programs (b) materials for use with audiovisual equipment. 
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According to Computer Telephony and Electronic Dictionary and 
Glossary (2011) 
"A collection of files that allow a computer to perform certain task. 
The common term is program. Software is associated with systems, 
networks, application and is actually the working part of ROM." 
1.6 Library Software 
The success of library automation systems are depending upon the 
feature of software application. A large number of software is 
available today's to automate the library. Library science software is 
typically used for internal data storage and the management of 
information. Some of the most types of programs are those that can be 
used to organize where books are in the library, allowing librarians 
and others to more easily fm ones they need. There are also variety of 
search tools and utilities that interface with databases, making it easier 
to navigate the lists and directories of written works. Other library 
science software can be used to manage digital information or the 
organize and facilitate membership details for people who visit the 
library. (Aswal, 2006). 
Different types of libraiy science software are often developed to 
satisfy a variety of needs specific to the work and management of a 
library. Some of the most common programs, for example, are those 
that create digital catalogs used to organize and manage the books and 
other works that are on-hand in a library. This software typically 
includes extensive databases to which new works can be added and 
old ones removed, as necessary. Such library science software 
effectively replaces traditional card catalogs or other filing systems 
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that could be used to categorize books based on subject, matter, 
author, and other designations. 
Search tools and programs are also popular forms of library science 
software, including those that are built into organizational programs 
and separate utilities. These tools allow people to more quickly and 
easily look through the databases of works within a library to find 
whatever they need. While many programs that organize books can 
include search fiinctions and additional opfions. This type of library 
science software can also include functionality for searching through 
other systems, such as Internet sites or online databases, all within a 
single framework. 
Other forms of library science software are used to organize and 
manage employees and staff at a library. These programs can be 
similar to scheduling and managerial software used in other 
businesses, though it can also include tools designed specifically for a 
library setting. Other types of library science software may be required 
to track information about the books held at a location and the 
members of that site. 
1,6.1 Requirement of an ideal Library Management Software 
Library automation software is now established as an essential tool in 
the support of effective customer services, stock management and 
management of services offered by libraries. They are based on the 
knowledge and experience of library professionals over many decades. 
The rapid growth in utility library automation software are now 
established as an essential tool in the support of effective customer of 
hardware, software and connectivity as well as reduced cost gives the 
remarkable height. Current library automation software is based on 
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relational database architecture. In such system files are interlinked 
with each other so that deletion, addition and other changes in one file 
automatically activate appropriate changes in related files. A number 
of library management software exists in the world. For example-
Alice for Windows, Libsys, SOUL, and others. 
Ideal software for library management should be able to mechanize all 
the routine functions of a library. They are traditionally categorized in 
to housekeeping operations and retrieval operation. In the present 
context of wide spread use of internet in libraries, the software has an 
additional responsibility of supporting internet by way of OP AC, 
facilitating online ordering of publication, cataloguing of web sites 
and web documentation etc. The main objection of any information 
centre is to make available the reliable and update information in a 
convenient form which can be fulfilled by using any library 
management software in their centre. (John and Varghese, 1999). 
1.6.2 Library Automation Software 
Libraries play a vital role in the educational, industrial, and 
technological progress of a country. Hence the role of libraries in 
universities and their educational institute is to active a free flow of 
information from the point of view of generation to the point of 
utilization of information efficiently and effectively. In the present 
scenario, application of software has increased the use and utility of 
libraries. The necessity and importance of library software has been 
realized by the library professionals all over the world. 
Software is the general term to describe the types of programs or list 
of instructions which are needed to enable the computer system to 
carry out the necessary processing. A set of software written for 
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performing one or more than one defined tasks is called software 
package. No computer can function without some form of software. 
(Patel & Bhargava, 1995). 
Broadly classified into 2: 
1. Open source software. 
2. Proprietary software. 
1.7 Open Source Software 
Open source software (OSS) is computer software with its source code 
made available and licensed with license in which the copyright 
holder provides the right to study change and distribute the software at 
no cost to anyone and for any purpose. Open source software is very 
often developed in a public, collaborative manner. Open source 
software is the most prominent example of open source development 
and often compared (to technically define) user-generated content or 
(legally defined) open contents movements. Price of the library 
software are very high, most of the libraries are not in a position to 
buy high priced commercial software due to severe budget constraints. 
The obvious formal reason for the organizations like libraries to 
choose open source software for automation purposes is the cost of 
software, which is free. There is no restriction but everyone can use, 
study, modify and distribute the open source software, regardless of a 
person's status, wealth, and social background etc. the social aspect of 
the open source software is very tremendous. The licenses are 
copyright protected and committed to user's freedom of use, modify 
and redistribute the programme, (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/software). 
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1.8 Open Source Software 
> Gen Lib 
> KOHA 
> CDS/ISIS 
> LINUX 
1.8.1 Gen Lib 
New Gen Lib is an integrated library management system developed 
by the Verus Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Domain expertise is provided by 
Kesavan Institute of Information and Knowledge Management in 
Hyderabad, India. New Gen Lib version 1.0 was released in March, 
2005. On 9 January 2008, New Gen Lib was declared Open Source 
Software under GNU GPL. The latest version of New Gen Lib is 3.0.4 
Rl released on 13 September, 2012. Many libraries across the globe 
(mainly from the developing countries) are using New Gen Lib as 
their Primary integrated Library Management system as seen from the 
New Gen Lib discussion forum, (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/software). 
Salient features of New Gen Lib Open Source Software 
• LICENSING: 
It is open source under the most widely used open source software 
licensing system called GNU GPL (General Public License). 
• SOURCE CODE & USER MANUAL: 
The open source binaries and source code can be downloaded. 
Installation notes for Linux and Windows are also available at the site. 
The user manual is also downloadable. 
• USER'S FEEDBACK: 
The users of the software can post their feedback with views, 
problems, solutions, discussions etc to the organizations. 
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• ARCHITECTURE & BACKENED: 
It is web based and has a multitier architecture; it uses Java (a swing 
based librarians GUI) the JBOs (J2EE-based Application Software) 
and Postgre SQL as a default backend. 
• FUNCTIONAL MODULES: 
New Gen Lib's functional modules are: acquisition management 
(monographs and serials); technical processing; circulation control; 
system configuration; desktop reports application and an end of day 
process (scheduler) application. 
• DATA CREATE i& EXCHANGE FORMAT: 
New Gen Lib open source is complaint with MARC-21 format. It has 
a MARC editor. It allows seamless bibliographic and authority data 
import into cataloguing templates. 
• MAIL SERVER: 
SMTP mail servers can be configured for e-mails that can be sent 
from functional methods. 
• OPEN ACCESS COMPATIBILITY: 
New Gen Lib open source allows creation of institutional open access 
(OA) repositories complaint with the OAI-PMH. 
• UNICODE COMPATIBILITY: 
New Gen Lib open source is Unicode 3.0 complaint. 
• RFID TECHNOLOGY: 
It is RFID ready. 
(www.goutambiswasresearch.yolasite.com/resources/New Gen Lib) 
1.8.2 KOHA 
KOHA is the world's first free Open Source Library System. Made in 
New Zealand by the Horowhenua Library Trust and Katipo 
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Communications Ltd, the KOHA system is a full catalogue, opac, 
circulation, member management and acquisition package. KOHA 
was initially developed in 1999 and the first library went live in 
January of 2000, KOHA's code has been in production since then and 
is continuing to move towards higher levels of functionally and 
standards compliance, including embracing the international records 
and cataloguing standards MARC and Z39.50. 
KEY FEATURES: 
• Simple clear interface for librarians and members (patrons) to 
search right from the front page. 
• Customizable search-you choose which fields you want on your 
search forms when you set it up. 
• Full acquisitions including budgets and pricing information 
(including supplier and currency conversion), being kept so that you 
can see what you've ordered and received- so handy at end of year and 
audit time. 
• Simple acquisitions for small library. 
• Able to catalogue websites as items, or have those links to existing 
biblios. (Shukla, 2008) 
1.8.3 CDS/ISIS 
Micro CDS/ISIS is advanced non-numerical information storage 
information storage and retrieval software developed by UNESCO 
since 1985 to satisfy the need expressed by many institutions, 
especially in developing countries, to be able to streamline their 
information processing activities by using modem( and relatively 
inexpensive ) technologies. 
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The software was originally based on the Mainframe version of 
CDS/ISIS, started in the late '60s, thus taking advantage of several 
years of experience acquired in database management software 
development. 
Features of the CDS/ISIS: 
• The handling of variable length records, fields and sub fields, thus 
saving disk space and making it possible to store greater amounts of 
information; 
• The handling of repeatable fields; 
• A data base definition component allowing the user to define the 
data to be processed for a particular application; 
• A data entry component for entering and modifying data through 
user-created data base specific worksheets; 
• An information retrieval component using a powerful search 
language providing for field-level and proximity search operators, in 
addition to the traditional and/or/not operators, as well as free text 
searching. 
• A data interchange fiinction based on the ISO 2709 international 
standard used by leading data base producers; 
• An integrated application programming language ( CDS/lSlS 
Pascal and the ISIS-DLL), allowing the user to tailor the software to 
specific needs; 
• Functions allowing the user to build relational data bases, through 
CDS/ISIS is not based over a relational model; 
• Powerftil hypertext ftinctions allow designing complex user 
interfaces. (Aswal, 2006). 
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1.8.4 LINUX 
Linux is a Unix- like operating system assembled under the model of 
free and open source software development and distribution. The 
defining component of Linux is the Linux kernel an operating system 
kernel first released on 5 October 1991, by Linux Torvalds. Since the 
C compiler that builds Linux and the main supporting user space 
system tools and libraries originated in the GNU Project, initiated in 
1983 by Richard Stallman, the Free Software Foundation prefers the 
name GNU/Linux when these tools and libraries are used. (Eckert, 
2012) 
Linux was originally developed as a free operating system for Intel 
x86 based personal computers. The development of Linux is one of 
the most prominent examples of free and open source software 
collaboration: the underlying source code may be used, modified, and 
distributed-commercially or non-commercially -by anyone under 
licenses such as the GNU General Public License. Typically Linux is 
packaged in a format known as a Linux distribution for desktop and 
server use. (Eckert, 2012) 
Linux Features: 
• Multitasking: several programs running at the same time. 
• Multiuser: several users on the same machine at the same time 
(and no two-user licenses!). 
• Multiplatform: runs on many different CPUs, not just Intel. 
• Multiprocessor: SMP support is available on the Intel and SPARC 
platforms (with work currently in progress on other platforms), and 
Linux is used in several loosely-coupled MP applications, including 
Beowulf systems (see http://cesdis.gsfc.nasa.gov/linux-
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web/beowulf/beowulf.html) and the Fujitsu AP1000+ SPARC-based 
supercomputer. 
• Multithreading: has native kernel support for multiple 
independent threads of control within a single process memory space. 
• Runs in protected mode on the 386. 
• Has memory protection between processes, so that one program 
can't bring the whole system down. 
• Demand loads executables: Linux only reads from disk those parts 
of a program that are actually used. 
• Shared copy-on-write pages among executables. This means that 
multiple processes can use the same memory to run in. When one tries 
to write to that memory, that page (4KB piece of memory) is copied 
somewhere else. Copy-on-write has two benefits: increasing speed and 
decreasing memory use. 
• Dynamically linked shared libraries (DLL's) and static libraries 
too, of course. 
• CD-ROM file system which reads all standard formats of CD-
ROMs. 
• TCP/IP networking, including ftp, telnet, NFS, etc. 
• Netware client and server. 
(www.directhit.com/ansres/What_Are_the_Features_of_LINUX) 
1.8.5 SOUL(Software for University Libraries 
INFLIBNET Center has developed Windows based Library 
Management Software "SOUL", which provides total solution for 
Library Automation. SOUL is designed using Client-Server 
Architecture which imparts extra strength to storage capacity, multiple 
access to single database, various levels of security, backup and 
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storage facilities etc. It has MS-SQL Server 6.5 RDBMS as the back 
end. The software comprises following modules: 
• Acquisition 
• Catalogue 
• Circulation 
• OPAC 
• Serial control 
• Administration 
The in-built network feature of the software will allow multiple 
libraries of the same university to function together as well as access 
to the distributed databases installed at various university libraries and 
union catalologue mounted at INFLIBNET using VSAT network, 
(www.softlink Asia.com/Alice.htm) 
1.9 Proprietary Software 
Proprietary software is software that is owned by an individual or a 
company (usually the one that developed it). There are almost always 
major restrictions on its use, and its source code is almost always kept 
secret, (www.linfo.org/proprietary.html) 
Proprietary software or closed software is computer software licensed 
under exclusive legal right of the copyright holder with the intent that 
the licensee is given to use the software only under certain conditions, 
and restricted from other uses, such as modification, sharing, studying, 
redistribution, or reverse engineering. Usually the source code of 
proprietary is not made available. 
Some popular examples of proprietary software are given below: 
> SOUL(Software for University Libraries) 
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> LIBSYS 
> VTLS(VIRTUA) 
> VOYAGER 
> SIRSI 
> ALICE for Windows 
1.10 SOUL(Software for University Libraries 
INFLIBNET Center has developed Windows based Library 
Management Software "SOUL", which provides total solution for 
Library Automation. SOUL is designed using Client-Server 
Architecture which imparts extra strength to storage capacity, multiple 
access to single database, various levels of security, backup and 
storage facilities etc. It has MS-SQL Server 6.5 RDBMS as the back 
end. The software comprises following modules: 
• Acquisition 
• Catalogue 
• Circulation 
• OP AC 
• Serial control 
• Administration 
The in-built network feature of the software will allow multiple 
libraries of the same university to function together as well as access 
to the distributed databases installed at various university libraries and 
union catalologue mounted at INFLIBNET using VSAT network, 
(www.softlink Asia.com/Alice.htm) 
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1.11 LIBSYS 
Libsys is the most popular library software in India having more than 
1000 installations in different types of libraries. It has a contract with 
the British Council Divisions of South Asia, to provide automation 
and related services for its libraries. 
Libsys is an integrated library management software developed in C 
and C++. Although the software is based on its own bibliographic 
database, it is available for systems using ORACLE and SQL server 
as back-end RDBMS. Libsys provides full graphic user interface front 
and for the Windows client. It runs on a wide spectrum of hardware 
and operating systems including UNIX, Linux, and Windows NT 
Operating system on the server side and having any version of 
Windows at the client side. Thus in choosing operating platform, users 
find greater flexibility in comparison to other softwares. 
Libsys is bulk around its own centralized bibliographic database based 
on MARC format supporting various types of materials in print as 
well as non-print form. The cataloguing data entry also accepts data in 
standard machine readable formats such as US MARC, OCLC, etc. 
thus facilitating import and export of bibliographic data in both 
MARC and non-MARC formats. 
The various modules of library of libsys are as follows: 
a) Acquisition 
b) Cataloguing 
c) Circulation 
d) Serial control 
e) Article indexing 
f) Online Public Access Cataloguing (OPAC) 
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(Shabahat and Mehtab, 2007) 
LibSys for library automation is the prime mission of New Delhi 
based Software Company- Info Tek Consultants Pvt.Ltd.Head Office 
in Gurgaon, India. 
LibSys 4: a standard product with ftiU-fledged functionalities as 
usually required in universities, large academic institution, special 
libraries, public libraries, etc. 
LSEase : 
A downsized product derived from LibSys 4 for cooperate, college 
and school libraries where some special functionality may not be 
required. 
Both Libsys 4 and LSEase can be implemented in Client Server made 
providing complete range of features expected from any advanced 
library system. 
The integrated systems consisting Acquisition, Cataloguing, 
Circulation, Serials control and OP AC modules. In LibSys a special 
option of 'Add on' facilities are available in the standard LibSys 4 and 
LSEase. 
LSWeb OPAC: Making available OPAC on a browser on Internet or 
Intranet. 
LSWeb Client: To run the entire LibSys 4/LSEase through a web 
browser. 
LSMirroring; Enables maintaining a mirror image of LibSys 
database on other server machine. 
LSUnicode: Unicode supports on various language/scripts. (Shukla, 
2008) 
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1.12 VTLS(VIRTUA) 
Virginia-Tech Library System (VTLS) Inc. specializes in library 
automation and information management solutions with corporate 
office located at Blacksburg (Virginia), USA and having offices in 
many countries including India. VTLS is the first library automation 
vendor that has received ISO certification in 1997. VTLS Inc. has 
developed an integrated library system known as 'Virtua' with more 
than one thousands libraries as its user covering thirty five countries of 
the, globe. 
Virtua Library Software package is a Windows based Client/Server 
application. The Virtua Software is based on six key technologies: 
Relational database Management Systems, Rapid Development Tools, 
Three Tier Client/Server Architecture, Database Warehousing 
Unicode Support and ATM Network optimized application. These 
technologies facilitate handling data management. Software 
development and network delivery. 
The various modules of Virtua are as follows: 
a) Acquisition and ftind accounting 
b) Cataloguing 
c) Serials control 
d) OPAC 
e) Statistics and reporting 
f) Chameleon gateway. 
(Shabahat and Mehtab, 2007) 
VTLS ( VIRTUA ) 
VTLS is a leading global company that creates and provides visionary 
technology in library solutions. It has three distinctive divisions that 
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provide these solutions to a diverse customer base of more than 900 
Hbraries in over 32 countries. 
• VIRTUA division remains focussed on ILS solutions. 
• Digital Asset Creation & Management division provides cutting 
edge software and sei-vices for Digital Libraries. VTLS is also one of 
the few ISO 9001 quality certified companies within the library 
industry. 
• VTRAX division focuses on RFID type technologies. 
VIRTUA: 
Fully integrated, flexible and ease of use that library patrons and staff 
demand. Virtua is a fiill-fiinction library management system. 
providing management of circulation, cataloguing, serials, 
acquisitions, course reserves and more. All ftinctions are fully 
integrated, allowing any staff user to access any function at any time 
according to their library-assigned permission. 
KEY MODULES: 
> ACQUISITION 
It takes you step by step through the various Acquisition workflows, 
from adding your first purchase order and receiving items to creating 
your first invoice and payment voucher. 
> CATALOGUING 
The cataloguing subsystem is designed to offer cataloguers a 
sophisticated cataloguing tool via a Windows-based, graphical user 
interface (GUI) that is seamlessly integrated with the online public 
access catalogue. Although the Virtua MARC Cataloguing Editor is 
fully integrated with the other Virtua subsystems, it can also operate 
as a standalone system. 
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Within the GUI environment of the MARC Editor, you can create and 
edit database and local records, validate record data. Import records 
from external vendors; convert imported records into Virtua's UTF -8 
(Unicode) character set, export records to classic VTLS format, and 
copy catalogue. 
> SERIALS CONTROL 
Virtua Serials Control adheres to the standard MARC 21 Format for 
Holdings Data and provides functionality for the following tasks: 
> Creating and maintaining holdings information 
> Checking in serials 
> Predicting issues 
> Creating routing lists 
> Producing reminders 
> Producing and transmitting claims 
> Managing binding tasks. 
> CIRCULATION MODULE 
It gives you flexibility and tools you need to keep things moving at the 
fast-placed circulation desk. Fully featured: 
> Reserve Book Room: Handless multiple reserve locations with 
varying open and closed schedules, loan periods, and loan 
privileges. 
> Homebound Services: Helps you reach out to patrons who don't 
have Internet access or can't visit the library. 
> Self-check unit: Patrons can checkout multiple items accurately 
and quickly without assistance from the library staff. 
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> Interlibrary loan: Efficient resources sharing for network libraries 
that help you integrate physical or electronic document delivery 
into your information service. 
> Telephone Notification and Renewal: Allows libraries to 
significantly reduce their notice production cost by delivering 
overdue and hold pick up notices by phone. 
> Staff efficiencies, user satisfaction and faster notification may be 
done. 
> Makes it easy for library staff and patrons to reserve library 
equipment, meeting rooms, and materials such as conference 
rooms, and course reserve materials. 
> OPAC 
The Virtua OPAC offers various key features, which help facilitate 
your search for library material. 
> Browse search 
> Heading Keyword search 
> Bibliographic Keyword search 
> Control number search, (www.vtls.com.) 
1.13 SOFTLINKASIA 
The company is associated with "Softlink International" the world 
leader in library software and having own establishment for more than 
eight years with the goal to capture the Asian region of the globe. 
The company's products have been designed and developed in 
conjunction with professional librarians, set international benchmarks 
for functionality, efficiency and value. It has a worldwide acceptance 
and is currently being used all over the world. In this dynamic world 
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of information it follows constant upgrading enabling to meet all kinds 
of requirements for all ranges of libraries. 
It provides a combination of ease of use and powerful search tools, 
allowing the right access to information, both physical and electronic, 
either within the organization or through the web. Softlink's Systems 
are configured around Microsoft industrial strength tools and 
technology, with the company designated as a Microsoft Certified 
Solution Provider, (www.softlink Asia.com/Alice.htm) 
1.14 VOYAGER 
Voyager, the integrated Library Management System from Endeavor 
Information Systems Inc.www.endinfosys.com. 
Organized into intelligent modules, Voyager includes Web-based 
public access, acquisitions and serials control, cataloguing and 
authority control, circulation and course reserves, and reporting and 
systems administration. Voyager is highly customizable to maximize 
each library's workflow. Designed with a graphical user interface 
operating on Microsoft Windows, it is easy to learn and use and saves 
time through operator efficiency. And since it's build on open systems 
technology, it will interoperate with existing library technology and 
scale to accommodate future needs. 
For academic and research libraries that are faced with increasing user 
demands and the need to plan for the ftiture. Endeavour's product 
suite provides a synthesized approach to information management 
access. Voyager, EN Compasses, Link Finder Plus, and Meridian 
blend Endeavor's library expertise with the right technologies, backed 
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by ongoing research and development. Together, they provide holistic 
solutions to the challenges libraries face today. (Aswal, 2006) 
VOYAGER: 
Integrated Library System Endeavor's Integrated System is used by 
1300 academic and research libraries around the world. Unicode 
complaint and feature rich, Voyager has a proven track record helping 
research institutions manage and provide access to their library 
collections. (Aswal 2006) 
And some other examples are given below: 
MERIDIAN: 
Electronic Resource Management System Endeavor's Meridian 
supports all of the administrative tasks associated with evaluating, 
licensing, and providing access to electronic content. It provides vital 
e-resources information to the library's users while alleviating the 
headaches of back-office management of electronic resources. 
ENCompass :Digital Library System 
ENCompass is endeavor's enterprise-level system for managing and 
accessing content from a wide range of electronic resources, local and 
external. It is composed of a suite of modules, each tuned to a specific 
need- federated searching, building digital collections, etc. - at 
academic libraries and other research organizations. 
SIRSI: 
Integrated Library Management Systems Integrated systems for total 
management. 
Serving library users requires a powerful, dependable information 
technology infrastructure. It's critical for all library operations. Open. 
Industry-standard. Scalable. Modular. C. Sirsi offers stable, mature 
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client/server integrated library system (ILS) technology for all types 
and sizes of libraries. These systems feature comprehensive ILS 
functionality, with modules for all public and technical services; 
industry-standard, scalable relational database management systems; 
well-defined application programming interfaces; an intuitive GUI 
across all modules; and a strong platform for adding new functionality 
to existing modules and plugging entirely new modules and clients 
directly into the server. Sirsi's ILS technology is also available 
through a convenient, cost-effective ASP service. (Shukla, 2006). 
1.15 Alice for Windows 
Alice for Windows (AfW), an integrated library automation software 
package is the product of Softlink, a Brisbane based Australian 
company. Since its inception in 1983 in Brisbane and as Softlink Asia 
( New Delhi ) in 1996, Softlink has grown steadily and is now 
considered as one of the leading suppliers of library automation 
software with over 13000 installation worldwide, including about 150 
in India, making it only second to Libsys. 
Alice for Windows has following modules:-
• Acquisition 
• Management 
• Circulation 
• Periodicals 
• Journal indexing 
• Multimedia 
• Subject authority 
• Web enquiry 
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• Book hire 
• Multilingual 
• Patron self checking. 
CATALOGUING FOR AfW:-
Apart from the above, the software has a number of function specific 
sub-modules such as Union Catalogues, Inter library loan, and library 
services, etc. AfW facilitates automatic generation of keywords for 
every significant word in the title and edition fields, if desired. The 
facility for creation of keywords manually also exists which can be 
used particularly when title is misleading or ambiguous. 
Images such as photographs, diagrams, maps and text can also be 
attached to catalogue records for display in enquiry (OPAC). 
The software also provides for advanced facilities for data import from 
CD-ROM, other library software packages, locally developed 
databases, bibliographic information providers, bookseller databases 
or any source of MARC records as well as for printing catalogues 
such as Subject, Author, Title, Series and other reports. (Mehtab and 
Shabahat, 2007 in Niscair periodicals). 
Salient features of Alice for Windows: 
It is a window based package. It can operate as a standalone package 
as well as in network environment using Novell Netware or Windows 
NT. 
Features of Alice for Windows are: 
• Electronic document cataloguing 
• Automatic keyword generation 
• Library map 
• Multimedia features 
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Generation of barcode labels and spine labels 
Web based OP AC 
Modular 
Internet enabled 
Multilingual 
MARC import/export 
Multitasking 
Graphical user interface 
IBM/Apple Macintost compatible 
Z39.50 Client Server technology, (www.softlink 
Asia.com/Alice.htm). 
1.16 LIBSYS 
LibSys is integrated multiuser library management software that 
caters to the needs of an advanced library and information 
professionals. It provides a tree structure system with each system 
comprising of several sub-systems having unmatchable depth in 
functionality. 
It has a powerfiil and user-friendly WEB-OP AC along with Windows-
based OP AC. 
It runs on various platforms such as WINDOWS (95/98/NT/2000/XP), 
UNIX (various flavors), LINUXM, etc. Further, it adheres to 
standards such as MARC and Z39.50 that makes it suitable for 
cooperative networking and resource sharing. 
The LibSys systems at a glance: 
• Acquisition System 
• Cataloguing System 
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• Circulation System 
• Serial System 
• Article Indexing System 
• OP AC System 
Acquisition System 
It deals with approval and ordering of library materials, monitoring 
their receipt, invoice processing and accessioning. It also maintains 
expenditure and budget analyses under a variety of accounts/heads. 
The Acquisition process consists of: 
• Selecting materials for a library; 
• Placing orders for the supply of books to be purchased; 
• Processing materials received as gifts; 
• Arranging for exchange of books; 
• Receiving the books in the library; 
• Accessioning them; and 
• Passing the bill for payment for the books purchased. 
Cataloguing System 
It provides online catalogues in various orders maintained in 
traditional libraries. Additionally, it makes available instant listings 
under a variety of searchable fields to suit the requirements of a 
modem reference center. 
Other than data entry facility, the system has the additional facility to 
accept data in standard machine readable formats such as CCF (ISO-
2709), MARC (ANSI-Z39.x), etc. This makes import/export of 
bibliographic data in standard exchange formats possible. The system 
provides facilities to generate bibliographies, current awareness 
services and selective dissemination of information (SDI). Multimedia 
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files can be attached and viewed in OP AC, meeting the requirements 
of certain specific libraries. 
Circulation System 
It maintains up-to-date membership records as well as the latest status 
of the collection meant for circulation. It facilitates printing of bar-
coded ID cards, along with an optional facility to attach member's 
photograph. It performs all the functions related to circulation, 
providing suitable checks at every stage. It also takes care of 
infrequent but routine functions such as bindery record management, 
books on display in the library, latest additions to the library, etc. 
Serial System 
It provides control of subscription of periodicals and subsequent 
monitoring of the scheduled arrival of individual issues. It maintains 
records of the budget sanctioned for serials under different categories, 
amounts spent, thus providing complete budgetary control. It also 
handles serials which are received gratis or in exchange. 
Article Indexing System 
It provides the facility to create and maintain a separate articles 
database. It facilitates special services such as SDI, listing of current 
articles, bibliographies, etc. 
OPAC System 
As the acronym suggests, it provides an Online Public Access 
Catalogue. The bibliographic databases can be accessed with printed 
indexes. The system includes a word-based search facility using 
Boolean operators that can narrow down a search to meet very specific 
needs. Additional features of this system are: 
• Periodic listing of recent additions to the library; 
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• Members can find the materials checked-out to them; and 
• Reserve materials that are currently in circulation. 
WEB-OP AC System 
It is an optional module and provides an advanced GUI interface to 
enable searching of the library database through an industry standard 
Web browser having all the features of OP AC. 
1.16.1 SEase 
India's most preferred LMS, LSEase has all the strengths required to 
manage a library with basic needs. It is a package bundled with basic 
library management modules giving our prospects a low cost-high 
value proposition. Based on the client-server architecture, it gives 
users a blend of technology advantage and ease of use. LSEase 
requires minimal data entry and facilitates easy data back-up. The web 
based search facility for bibliographic searches is fast even for large 
databases. 
LSEase Advantages: 
Flexible to run on any operating system 
Support for multi-media files 
Interactive, screen oriented and menu driven user interface 
User defined security levels 
Optional web based architecture 
Modules: 
Acquisition 
Cataloguing 
Circulation 
Serials 
Web OP AC 
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• Reports 
Standard Compliance: 
• MARC 21 
• Unicode 
• SRU/SRW 
Z39.50 
1.16.2 LSAcademia: 
LSAcademia is a complete ERP solution to manage an Academic 
Campus be it a school, college or an institute. It seamlessly integrates 
different administrative departments and ensures a smooth flow of 
information among them. 
On the technology front, LSAcademia is empowered with the latest 
tools that facilitate process streamlining and efficient working 
environment for each department and provide seamless information 
sharing among related entities-the students, teachers, parents, alumni 
and the industry. 
SALIENT FEATURES:-
> User friendly advanced GUI interface 
> Platform independent 
> Industry standard Browser interface 
> Interfacing with E-mail, SMS, Payment Gateway, Biometrics, 
RFID 
> Customized, Integrated Reports 
> Ease of maintenance, enhancement and customization. 
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PRODUCT VARIANTS:-
> LSAcademia School Edition 
> LSAcademia Standard Edition. 
SERVICES:-
> Installation 
> Database migration 
> Training 
> Annual support and software updates 
MODULES:-
> Admissions 
> Student management 
> Academic administration 
> Examination/results 
> Fee management 
> Learning Triggers 
> Time table 
> Student/parent portal 
> Faculty/Director portal 
> Bus use 
> Hostel 
> Staff Management 
> Payroll 
> Alumini 
> Library management. 
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1.16.3 LSPremia 
Developed with all the functionality of Libsys 4, LSPremia is a fully 
web-based solution which also includes Unicode support, choice of a 
preferred RDMS and a Digitization tool kit, all of which are built into 
this comprehensive version. This product is ideal for implementation 
in University Libraries having independent department libraries as 
well as for Corporates/Organization having libraries in different 
offices/departments. 
1.16.4 Libsys X 
A virtual manager for multiple libraries at different locations. Offers a 
common Bibliographic Database for all types of documents and a 
unified OP AC. It facilitates cooperative Cataloguing and Resource 
Sharing. 
1.17 LIBSYS 7 
A true realization of lib2.0, LIBSYS 7 delivers unparallel satisfaction 
for both patrons and library staff. It gives end to end manageability of 
the. library operations through its comprehensive modules. As a web 
based solution, it provides platform independence. The interactive 
features in the industry's most advanced OPAC makes LIBSYS 7 
most rewarding choice for all the librarians. LIBSYS 7 is a product 
aiming most convenient and pleasing library experience through its 
value added features. 
LIBSYS 7 Competency:-
> GWT based GUI multitasking feature 
^ Unicode support 
> Federated searching with customizable look & feel 
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> User notification through E-mail and SMS 
> RSS feeds and integration with Google Books, Book Finder etc 
> Interactive features like online reviews, ratings, renewals, 
reservation, etc to deliver patron satisfaction. 
Modules:-
> Acquisition 
> Cataloguing 
> Circulation 
> Serials 
> Article indexing 
> Customizable reports 
> Web OP AC 
Standards Compliance:-
> MARC 21 
> Unicode 
> SRU/SRW 
> Z39.50 
> NCIP (NISO) 
> SICI Barcode. 
1.18 LSDigital 
LSDigital is document software used by libraries for the purpose of 
easy management, multi-access, reduction of storage space of the 
document and the preservation against spoilage of rare books, research 
papers, important documents and archived newspapers, maps, etc. The 
software has been designed to facilitate easy searching of text in the 
document. LSDigital is a complete Digital Resource Management 
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System (DRMS) which can be integrated with any twain complaint 
scanner. 
LSDigital Advantages: 
• Implicit integration with LIB SYS database 
• Full-text and bibliographic searching through LIBSYS OP AC 
• Converts different data into format of choice (PDF, Doc, etc) 
• Define & organizes your data structure/flow according to needs 
• Supports various image manipulations. 
Modules: 
• Resource structure 
• Scaiming 
• Version maintenance 
• Format conversion 
• Resource database 
• Maintenance 
• Searching and retrieval. 
Standards Compliance: 
• OAI for Metadata harvesting 
• Dublin Core, (www.libsys.co.in) 
1.19 Library services 
The foundation of your library is the quality of your catalogue and 
bibliographic databases. With a wide portfolio of products for library 
automation, LIBSYS also serves its customers with the library 
associated services. In order to increase the manageability and 
accessibility of library resources, we offer both retrospective 
conversions and digitization services. The expert team of library 
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science ensures that all the process guidelines are followed for an error 
free service delivery. 
Retrospective Conversion: 
Shelf list conversion 
Records upgrades 
Web enabled searching 
Authority control for name headings and subheadings 
Normalization 
Custom databases processing. 
Option to host your data for easy maintenance at low cost. 
Digitization: 
Digitization of documents, archived files, maps, etc. 
Recording and linking of all the digitized content 
Keyword selection for searching facility 
Format conversion 
Standards: 
Dublin Core 
MARC 21 
AACR2 
Z39.50. (www.libsys.co.in) 
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CHAPTER 2 
Review of Related Literature 
A vast amount of literature has appeared in various books and 
different articles regarding Library Automation and use of library 
software. Therefore, it was not possible to review all these documents. 
However, in the following pages, selected articles have been reviewed 
by the present investigator. 
Preedip and Krishnamurthy (2013) presented a paper under the title 
"Library Automation to Resource Discovery: a review of emerging 
challenges". The objective of this study is to analyse the paradigm 
shift of library automation to resource discovery. The present status of 
India on adapting resource discovery applications is discussed. An 
evaluative method to examine the status quo of India automation and 
resource discovery scenario is drawn with a related literature review. 
Moreover, various pertinent global challenges of embracing discovery 
tools in the digital environment are highlighted. The growth of the 
Indian library automation industry is booming. However, library 
software adaption, next generation catalogue enhancement and 
community development avenues are dearth, seemingly remote and far 
from satisfactory. Mainly focuses on the emerging scenario of 
resource discovery applications with an overview of global challenges. 
Tapas Kumar Ghosh and Panda (2013) presented a paper under the 
title "Automated Serials control at the Indian Institutes of Technology: 
an overview". The paper finds that five IITs are using Libsys and two 
uses Virtua and Troodon for their LMS. Virtua covers most of the 
fiinctional attributes that comply with the international standards 
Libsys has tried to incorporate the core ftanctionality of serials control 
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although the compUance of standards is limited, but Troodon is 
lagging behind. The purpose of this paper is to highlight the functional 
attributes of the automated serials control systems of the libraries in 
seven Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) and provide a 
comparative analysis. Features of the serials control modules of the 
library management systems (LMSs) in use in the central libraries of 
the IITs are thoroughly studied by logging into the respective systems. 
Hilal (2013) in his article entitled "Cataloguing in Libsys and Virtua 
software packages: a survey of Central library, IIT Delhi, P.K. Kelkar 
library, IIT Kanpur and Allama Iqbal library, Kashmir University". 
The underlying principle of the present study is to emphasize and 
assess the cataloguing system of Central library, Indian Institute of 
Technology (IIT) Delhi; P.K. Kelkar library, IIT Kanpur and Allama 
Iqbal library, Kashmir University. The study highlights the general 
features of Libsys and Virtua software packages with a focus on the 
specific features related to the cataloguing module of these softwares. 
The author was of the notion that select IIT libraries may be advanced 
as compared to Allama Iqbal library, Kashmir University in using the 
maximum features of cataloguing module. However, it is revealed that 
Allama Iqbal library runs parallel with the Central library, IIT Delhi; 
but has taken on P.K. Kelkar library, IIT Kanpur in utilizing the most 
features of cataloguing module of its software package. Nevertheless, 
it is disappointing to outline that none of the select libraries are using 
all the features of cataloguing module provided by their respective 
software packages. 
Lihitkar and Shalini (2011) presented a paper under the title "Ranking 
of selected library software packages in India". The purpose of this 
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paper is to present a comparative study of selected existing library 
automation software available in India. The literature search was 
carried out to collect the data regarding library automation, library 
software. Survey, questionnaire and personal visit to local library 
software developer, method were used. The questionnaire was 
designed on the basis of software application, operating system used, 
hardware requirement and modules provided. These questionnaires 
were sent to all software developers. On receiving of the ten 
questionnaires, data were analysed and tabulated. 
It is observed that the total ten software provided acquisition, 
cataloguing, online public access catalogue (OPAC), circulation and 
serial control facility. Out often library software; Libsys is the highly 
rated one having 37 software features followed by SOUL software 
having 36 points followed by 35 points of Wolk Soft Tech software. 
SLIM 21 and SLM++ has 34 points. It is necessary to improve the 
quality of software for providing effective services. In circulation, 18 
features and is highly ranked followed by Libman, SLIM21, SLIM++ 
and Wolk Soft Tech have 17 points each, respectively. In the OP AC 
module, 20 features have been studies. Out of 20 features, Libman has 
all the 20 features and is highly rated followed by SOUL software, 
which includes 19 features. Out of 20 features, Libsys has 18 software 
features. Out of 11 features, Libsys, SLIM21, and SOUL have all 11 
software features followed by DELPUS, Libman and Libtech having 
10 points. In serial control, six features are added. Out of six features, 
I-Lib, Libman, Libsys, Libtech, SLIM 21, SLIM++, Softlib and SOUL 
has all the six features followed by four features in DELPUS, and 
Wolk Soft Tech. The credibility of library software packages is 
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evaluated on the basis of their salient features and the facilities 
available in the software. On the basis of the salient features, and the 
facilities provided, the software is ranked in giving points to each 
facility as per features. SOUL software scored first ranked (90 points) 
among all ten software followed by Libman (84 points) and Libsys (83 
points). 
Kushwah, Gautam and Ritu (2010) authored a paper under the title 
"Library Automation and Open Source Solutions Major shifts & 
Practices; A comparative study of Library Automation Systems in 
India". This paper discusses that open source solutions have made 
their impact on areas of information knowledge and content 
management. It is a big challenge for the libraries when they select the 
automation product for their library, where one has to decide from 
various options available for the automation product such as 
commercial, non for profit and open source. This paper describes the 
observations and makes comparisons on the basis of discussions had 
with the library community using automation software in related 
literature. Features of library automation software, which are mostly in 
practice by libraries i.e. Libsys and SOUL, are compared with open 
source system KOHA. 
Harinarayana and Raghavan (2008) presented a paper under the title 
"Retrieval capabilities of CDS/ISIS and Libsys: a comparison". This 
paper examines the comparative retrieval effectiveness of the two 
packages, viz., CDS/ISIS and Libsys. A set of eight well defined 
parameters have been employed to compare the two packages. The 
result shows that neither of the two packages provides support for all 
the features that may be expected of ideal retrieval software. There 
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appears to be some significant difference between CDS/ISIS and 
Libsys in terms of their ability to provide desirable features. There is a 
difference of 9.34% in the levels of performance of the two packages. 
Shabahat and Mehtab (2008) authored a paper under the title "Online 
Public Access Catalogue: a journey to Alice for Windows, Libsys, and 
Virtua". This paper concerned with the search facilities available in a 
range of software packages. The present study evaluates three 
important library software packages namely Alice fox Windows, 
Libsys, Virtua in the context of OP AC module. The study of the three 
software packages reveals that each package has got its own 
capabilities and limitations. Alice for Windows has a unique feature of 
tracing a document at a particular location in the library, Virtua 
supports Unicode standards. This facility makes Virtua to deal with 
the library collection in many languages, while AfW and Virtua run 
on selected platforms and Libsys has got its uniqueness to run on any 
platform. 
Xiao (2008) presented a paper under the title "A comparison to 
Libsys, DUXIU, and DOUBAN from the angle of OP AC 2.0". This 
article made a comparison to the catalogue service of Libsys, DUXIU 
and DOUBAN from the angle of OPAC 2.0, and analysed their 
advantage & weakness. 
Chowdhury and Sudatta (2008) presented a paper under the title "Text 
Retrieval and Library Management Software in India". Automated 
text retrieval and library management systems have not yet taken a 
desired shape in Indian libraries, though efforts are being made in this 
direction. A number of software packages for this purpose have come 
out recently through government and private agencies. Published 
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sources accessing this technology are yet to appear, therefore choosing 
the right software is difficult. This paper aims to highlight the present 
Indian scenario by presenting a brief overview of 10 selected 
indigenous packages, namely CATMAN, CDS/ISIS, LIBRARIAN, 
LIBSYS, MAITRAYEE, MECSYS, NIRMALS, SANJAY, TULIPS, 
and WILISYS. The underlying framework and text retrieval and 
library management facilities in these packages are briefly discussed. 
Considering the cost aspect it is considered the cost aspect, it is 
concluded that CDS/ISIS, along with SANJAY with some further 
modifications, might prove to be the most suitable package for most 
Indian libraries. 
Juan (2008) presented a paper under the title "Influence of Data Trans 
and Libsys to the Automation Management of Library." It describes 
that by comparing the Data Trans with the Libsys, which are two 
library management software systems, the characteristics' of library 
automation management for the Libsys software are analysed. It is 
pointed out that, in the network environment, the ftinction of national 
library management software still need to be improved in order to 
maintain their vitality. 
Mehtab and Amita (2008) had conducted a survey under the title 
"Awareness and Use of OPACs in five Delhi Libraries". The present 
was conducted on a sample of 100 users of five various libraries of 
New Delhi, namely the Indian Institute of Technology; Jawaharlal 
Nehru University Library; Dr. Zakir Hussain Library; the NISCAIR ; 
and the DESIDOC. The main objective of this study was to establish 
the opinion of users with respect to the awareness and utilization of as 
well as their satisfaction level with use of the OP AC. In essence: 
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a) To know the purpose of visit; 
b) To find out the most used method for searching the document; 
c) To find out user's opinion regarding the awareness, utilization 
and also their satisfaction level; 
d) To know the kinds of search strategy employed; 
e) To find out the user's opinion regarding hit terms found through 
the OP AC; 
f) To know the user's opinion about updating of information; 
g) , To ascertain the user's opinion about the OP AC; 
h) To know whether survey libraries provide special training to 
their users for appropriate rise of OP AC. 
The paper deals with the applicability and utility of OPACs in five 
Libraries in New Delhi, namely the Indian Insfitute of Technology; 
Jawaharlal Nehru University Library; Dr. Zakir Hussain Library; 
Jamia Milia Islamia, National Information system for Communication 
and Information Resources (NISCAIR); and the Defence Science 
Information and Documentation Centre (DESIDOC). 
A questionnaire was developed and distributed randomly to 128 users 
including under-graduates and post graduate students as well as 
M.Phil, and Phd. Scholars. Users returned 115 completed 
questionnaires of which 100 were selected for analysis. The paper 
finds that the OP AC system has changed the traditional concept of 
access to library resources. It allows simple as well as complex 
searches. Document access is still one of the most important 
approaches of users to visit the library, and a study of the effectiveness 
of an OP AC is usefiil in this respect. Regarding results, sometimes 
users face problems of recall and precision. However, in some 
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searches users are not able to find relevant documents on account of 
various factors. Data show that a high percentage of respondents are 
utilizing the OP AC as a search tool for retrieving documents. Also, 
most of the users handle the OP AC themselves. Significantly, the 
satisfaction level of users was high with the OP AC facilities. 
Nevertheless, not many users are aware of the expert searches 
provided by OP AC. 
Shabahat and Mehtab (2007) authored a paper under the title "Library 
Automation software packages in India: a study of the cataloguing 
modules of Alice for Windows, Libsys and Virtua." This paper also 
discusses how the application of information technology in libraries 
enhanced the effectiveness of library services including efficient 
organization and retrieval of information activities. They discuss in 
this article about latest advancement in the field of information 
technology. 
Kanta and Goyal (2007) presented a paper under the title "Web -based 
OP AC in Indian academic libraries: a ftinctional comparison". The 
paper seeks to provide a comparative analysis of the functionality of 
five web-based OPACs available in Indian academic libraries. Same 
topic searches were carried out by three researchers in the web-based 
OPACs of Libsys, VTLS's I-Portal, New GenLib, Troodon, and Alice 
for Windows, implemented in five academic libraries in India. Their 
functionality was compared using criteria selected from the literature 
on the OPAC searching. The web-based OP AC investigated offered a 
range of facilities for searching by author, title, control number and by 
keywords. Federated searching across several e-collections was 
limited. This paper should be a useful source of information to 
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librarians who are planning to introduce web-based OPACs and also 
for software vendors who wish to improve the functionality of their 
products. 
Rajendiran, Parihar and Deshpande (2007) presented a paper entitled 
"Automated bibliographic record capturing from web OP AC and 
Online bibliographic database for library cataloguing in Libsys". This 
article presents a method for capturing bibliographic information from 
collections of web OP AC (Online Public Access Catalogue) and 
online bibliographic databases for library cataloguing. The 
bibliographic record for document(s) to be acquired or catalogued are 
searched in the Web OP AC or online bibliographic that provides 
machine-readable or tagged records. If an identical bibliographic 
record is found against the search query, those record(s) are 
downloaded in a file for local use. The records copied in the file are 
transferred to local machine's appropriate directory/path, as an input 
file for data import. The Libsys 5 (Release 5.0)-Library Automation 
Software, module for bibliographic data import was executed, and the 
cataloguing data for document(s) has been captured. By adopting this 
method, libraries can create error free, standardized catalogue also 
saves the time of cataloguer, and reduces the costs. 
Mandal and Jeevan (2006) presented a paper under the title 
"Constraints for evaluation of acquisition operations and supplier 
performance rising LibSys". The objective of this paper is to discuss 
the constraints faced while evaluating the book acquisition system at 
the central library of Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur using 
reporting options offered by the library package, LibSys. The study 
examines how the Acquisition Section of the Central Library, IIT 
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Kharagpur meets the expectation of its users and suppliers using 
parameters such as time involved for ordering, accessioning, for 
making payment. The Section is also interested in assessing the 
performance of its different suppliers considering the percentage of 
books supplied and the time required to supply them. Since the 
evaluation is to be conducted in a time bound manner, it has been 
decided not to use the manual registers to collect the required data 
considering the time involved in scanning and analysing manual data. 
Only option left out is to use the Libsys that facilitates data outputting 
through its different reports. This paper discusses the constraints faced 
while collecting data and proposes the need for 'customer specific' 
report options in commercial software packages. The paper also 
highlights the importance of suitable provisions in automation 
packages for evaluating the performance of different sections of 
library and its various stake holders. 
Prem and Kapil (2005) wrote an article under the title "On Libsys 4 
(Release 5.0)". This article describes that Libsys is a library 
management system with five modules -Acquisition system, 
Cataloguing system. Circulation system. Serials systems and OPAC. 
This system was implemented in the library of CCS Haryana 
Agricultural University, Hisar, India about 4^2 years back. The 
authors, during the process of implementation and its subsequent use, 
have evaluated the system, and have reported their findings in this 
paper. It has been found that the system has the capability to automate 
all the library functions, though it has some short comings. It is 
available for single-user environments for libraries with limited as 
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well as unlimited collections. It can be implemented on almost all the 
popular hardware and software technologies. 
Tamal and Veena (2005) presented a paper under the title "OPAC 
usability: assessment through verbal protocol". This study aims to 
investigate how participants have interacted during 'the execution of 
Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) searches, and whether they 
were satisfied or dissatisfied or conftised. This is based on the sample 
of 18 OP AC users of the British Council Library in Kolkata. While 
implementing the verbal protocol method this study has developed a 
scheme of coding with the help of which the protocol data were 
analysed and proposed a generic model of online catalogue searching 
process flow. It is suggested that the method has a great potential in 
library and information science research. 
Garg (2004) presented a paper under the title "Library Automation". 
The paper discusses planning as well as importance of automation in 
the era of information revolution. The paper covers the entire 
prerequisite which is essential for automated a library, including 
hardware, software. She has also mentioned the areas of automation in 
the libraries such as housekeeping operations, information retrieval 
and so on. The paper highlights the importance of library automation 
and why it has become an urgent need for the libraries in the present 
era. 
Murthy and Cholin (2003) wrote an article under the title "Library 
Automation". This article describes that information technology has 
been one of the major factors causing changes in the way people 
communicate, locate, retrieve, and use information. The impact of 
automation on the library is quite obvious and has created new types 
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of work, prompted redefinition of certain functions, influenced 
interpersonal relationships, and transformed traditional organizational 
structures into new institutional entities. Libraries today are faced with 
plarming for automation within a rapidly changing and uncertain 
technological environment. Resource sharing under the circumstances 
plays a pivotal role. The paper addresses the various issues 
viz.establishment INFLIBNET and its role in automation of university 
libraries in India. The new initiative taken by the UGC to establish 
UGC-Infonet and E-subscription for the Universities gives required 
boost for the automation activity in the country. 
Bharadwaj and Shukla (2000) presented a paper under the title "A 
Practical Approach to Library Automation". The paper discusses the 
aims, objectives and need for the change of library tools and 
techniques under the changing environment. It mentions the concepts 
of automation of library activities, areas and services such as 
acquisition, database management, classification and cataloguing, 
circulation, serial control, information retrieval, communication 
networks, and documentation services etc. its simplies the steps of 
software selection with the comparison in between some leading 
software. It also provides the options for choosing the configuration of 
computer hardware based on the size of library. 
Mahmood (1998) presented a paper entitled "The development of 
LAMP (Library Automation and Management Program) software for 
use in developing countries and its marketing in Pakistan". The paper 
describes the features of integrated library software developed in 
Pakistan under a project ftjnded by Netherlands. The software, called 
LAMP, has been developed to cater to the library automation needs of 
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developing countries and is based on iJUb/lSIS. He has given some 
suggestions to develop a marketing plan for LAMP. It analyses the 
market situation, divides market into segments, presents SWOT 
analysis, and suggests a market mix for marketing of the software in 
Pakistan as well as in other developing countries. 
Abdus and Sal eh (1998) presented a paper under the title "Functional 
performance of automated systems: a comparative study of 
HORIZON, INNOPAC, and VTLS". This paper provides functional 
performance data drawn from an analysis of the capabilities and 
functionality of three major library automation systems-HORIZON, 
INNOPAC and VTLS. The assessment was based on vendors input as 
well as a feed-back from libraries of different parts of the world. An 
objective criterion based on a numerical scoring scheme was used to 
assess system performance in six major functional areas; acquisition, 
cataloguing, circulation, public access catalogue reference and 
information services and serials control. The functional performance 
data is expected to be useful for libraries looking for new systems as 
well as those already computerized and interested in enhancing their 
present systems. In addition, data on the extent of the utilization of 
system capabilities by libraries should also be of interest to system 
vendors. 
Fumess and Graham (1996) conducted a survey under the title "The 
use of information technology in special libraries". A survey 
undertaken during August and September 1994 examined the use of 
IT in 170 libraries and information units in the corporate, government 
and medical sectors. Ninety-five percent of the organizations surveyed 
use computerization for some aspect of their library or information 
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service, either, for library housekeeping operations or for access to 
database in a variety of electronic formats. This paper gives the results 
of the survey, reporting the current state-of-the-art as well as giving an 
indication of future. 
Rao (1995) presented a paper under the title "Library Automation: 
what is expected of?" This paper attempts to discuss the areas of 
computerization in libraries, the objectives and functions of 
computerized acquisition, cataloguing, circulation and serials control. 
It has also mentioned challenges and issues of library automation. It 
has also been discussed that why libraries in India have not yet gone 
for automation in a big however, hardware and software are readily 
available at affordable price. 
Gopinath (1995) wrote an article under the title "Library Automation: 
change for productivity in service". The article describes that library 
operation, in the context of automation necessitate for an integrated 
approach and change in the perception of library's work. It examines 
the functional aspects, social aspects and system dynamics of library 
automation. Some strategies for library automation are also suggested. 
Satish and Kar (1995) wrote an article under the title "Library 
Computerization: an inexpensive approach". The article describes the 
use of CDS/ISIS bibliographic database package within Tata Energy 
Research Institute Library in Delhi. Indicates the capabilities of the 
package and states the hardware requirements and package availability 
(from UNESCO). Assesses the applications of the package through a 
comprehensive survey of the literature on its use within libraries 
throughout the world. 
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Shabahat and O'Brien (1992) had conducted a study under the title 
"Recent Trends in Subject Access to OPACs: an evolution". Research 
conducted in the early 80's has shown that subject-access is still one 
of the most domain approaches in OPACs. However, while some of 
the subject searches result in no recall, others often retrieve so much 
that users are discourage to proceed further. These and other problems 
were investigated and solutions were found in improving search 
methods (such as words stemming, extending search to full 
bibliographic record) and indexing techniques. More recent research 
indicates that the real answer to the question of 'user friendly novel 
interface' and also in designing knowledge based systems. Wherein 
users would not be expected to learn query formulation or even to be 
familiar with an indexing language of the systems. Several interested 
studies and research projects on the subject have produced a whole 
gamut of information. 
Jangawe (1990) presented a paper under the title "Planning the 
Automation of libraries in Developing Countries: a system analysis". 
This paper describes that many libraries in developing countries have 
automated their housekeeping functions; a few developing countries 
have already made move towards automation while others are still 
planning for it. The planning process in library automation is 
highlighted. Aspects such as setting objectives; the existing system; 
evaluating options; writing specifications for the required system; 
resources; the human factor and maintenance are considered. A note 
of caution is sounded to libraries intending to automate, particularly 
those in developing countries where resources are scarce. 
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Chauvein (1971) wrote an article under the title "Automation in 
French Libraries". This article describes that the automation in French 
libraries can be divided into two parts. One is the use of computers by 
documentation centres for information retrieval, second is the use of 
computers in large libraries for cataloguing or housekeeping. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INSTITUTIONAL PROFLIE 
MAULANA AZAD LIBRARY: AN INTRODUCTION 
3.1 MAULANA AZAD LIBRARY 
Sir Syed Ahmad founded the Madarsatul Uloom in a small city named 
Aligarh in India. The establishment of this institute, which was later 
known as Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental (MAO) College and has now, 
become Aligarh Muslim University (AMU), marks one of the 
important events in the educational and social history of modem India. 
The Maulana Azad Library (MAL) is the library of Aligarh Muslim 
University in Aligarh, India. It consists of a central library and over 80 
college and departmental libraries. These libraries cater to the needs of 
postgraduates and students of professional courses. It is the largest 
library in India and second largest in Asia. It holds collections of great 
historic importance. 
The seven-storey building is surrounded by 4.75 acres (1.92ha) of land 
in the form of beautiful lawns and gardens. It is the most beautiful of 
the university and one of the few very attractive libraries in the 
country. It has about 1,100,000 books. 
Maulana Azad Library is also considered one of the major libraries of 
the world, with a glorious past and a promising future. The Central 
Library was set up in 1875, when the university was established as a 
madarsa called Madarsatul Uloom. In 1877, the madarsa became 
Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College. It became the full-fledged 
Aligarh Muslim University in 1920 by an act of parliament in 1920. 
Robert Bulwer-Lyton, the viceroy of India, laid the foundation stone, 
and the library was named the Lyton Library. Many eminent scholars 
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like Gardner Brown, Arnold, Raleigh, Horowitz, Storey and 
Auchtelpone functioned as honorary librarians in addition to their 
teaching responsibilities. More than 84 sister libraries in the campus 
are included in Maulana Azad Library. Libraries of colleges, 
polytechnics, schools, centres, institutes, and seminar libraries of 
departments also function under the overall control of the central 
library. 
In the original scheme of the MAO College, there was no provision 
for women's education but there was so much for it that in 1942 the 
Muslim Girl's school was raised to the status of a full-fledged degree 
for women. Since the adaption of the Act of 1951, this empowered the 
university to make special arrangements in respect of residence; 
discipline is now one of the several institutions maintained by it. 
The present grand seven storied building surrounded by 4.5 acres of 
land in 1960 was inaugurated by Late Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime 
Minister of India and was named as Maulana Azad Library, after the 
name of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, the great Educationist, Statesman 
& the first Education Minister of independent India. The Oriental 
Division of Maulana Azad Library comprising of about two lakhs 
printed books & periodicals including 10,000 items belonging to rare 
category in Urdu/Persian/Arabic/Hindi & Sanskrit forms the most 
significant part of the collection. Donations received from great 
bibliophiles and literary persons are designated as special collections 
by the names of their donors. The Urdu collection with more than one 
lakh books on almost all aspects of Indian Life and Culture forms the 
largest part of the Oriental Division. A substantial number of rare and 
out of print publications of 19 century belong to the Scientific 
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Society of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Fort William College (Kolkata), 
Delhi College, Agra College and from the Royal Printing Presses of 
the court of Delhi and Oudh. 
One of the most priced collection of the library is its collection of 
about 16000 rare manuscripts, one of which written on parchment in 
Koofi script is claimed to be inscribed by Hazrat Ali (the fourth caliph 
of Islam), 1400 years ago. Several royal decrees of Mughal emperors 
namely Babar, Akbar, Shahjahan, Aurangzeb, Shah Alam etc. and also 
translation of Sanskrit works such as Bhagwad Geeta, Mahabharata 
and Leelawati in Persian by Abul Faiz Faizi, a scholar in the court of 
Mughal Emperor. Akbar is some of the highlights of the manuscripts 
collection of this library. No wonder than, the library known for its 
collection of oriental manuscripts is frequented by the scholars of 
Orientalia and Medieval India. Some other valuable Sanskrit works 
translated into Persian forming part of manuscript collection are-
Ayurveda in Telugu and Bhasdas in Malayalam script written on palm 
leaves. Apart from the collection of Orientale the library has a vast 
collection of books in English belonging to different subjects 
especially in Science & Technology. 
The library provides the whole university campus wide accesses to 
online journals through a well-equipped Computer Lab Digital 
Resources on many subjects are made accessible through a Digital 
Resource Centre, inaugurated by the Vice Chancellor on the 16"^  
March, 2009. All the issue able books in the Library are bar coded for 
automated check in and check out. About 5000 students, teachers and 
other members of the University visit the library daily. 
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The library has started Data Mining in a recently developed 
Information Centre, where free e-resources from the web are tapped 
for the benefit of University Community. Maulana Azad Library has 
an 'On-line Catalogue' for the past few years but its usability was 
restricted to the library premises only. Using the server of the 
Computer Centre, a link has been created on the internet to enable 
faculty members and students to access the on-line catalogue from 
anywhere in the campus. 
The Aligarh Muslim University maintains several college and 
institutes, important among which are the Jawaharlal Nehru Medical 
College, Ajmal Khan Tibbiya College, Zakir Husain College of 
Engineering and technology. Institute of Ophthalmology, Institution of 
Islamic College, Centre for Advanced Studies of History, University 
Polytechnic, University Women's Polytechnic and five High Schools 
including one for blind students. 
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maulana_Azad_Library). 
3.2 COLLECTION 
The Maulana Azad Library with its rich collections. The library 
system of the AMU comprises the Central Library. The total 
collection under the Library System has crossed that mark of one 
million and it subscribes to over 1,100 journals, about half of which 
are foreign. The most significant part of the holdings of MAL is the 
collection of 14,571 rare and invaluable manuscripts. Scholars from 
all over the country visit this library for research and reference on 
oriental disciplines. 
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3.3 LIBRARY SERVICES 
• Circulation service 
• Inter library loan 
• Current awareness service 
• Reference service 
• Audio-video service for blind 
• Text book consultation service 
• Xeroxing facility 
CIRCULATION SERVICE: 
Library Circulation or library lending comprises the activities around 
the lending of library books and other material to users of a lending 
library. A circulation or lending department is one of the key 
departments of a library. 
The main public service point is the circulation desk or loans desk. It 
provides lending services and facilities for returned of loaned items. 
Renewal of materials and payment of fines are also handled at the 
circulation desk. Circulation staff may provide basic search and 
reference services, though more in-depth questions are usually 
referred to reference librarians at the library reference desk. 
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aligarh Muslim University) 
Inter library loan: 
(Abbreviated ILL, and sometimes called Interloan, interlending, 
document delivery or document supply) is a service whereby a user of 
one library can borrow books or receive photocopies of documents 
that are owned by another library. The user makes a request with their 
local library, which acting as an intermediary, identifies owners of the 
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desired item, places the request, receives the item, makes it available 
to the user, and arranges for its return. 
The term document delivery may also be used for a related service, 
namely the supply of journal articles and other copies on a 
personalized basis, whether these come from other libraries or direct 
from publishers. (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interlibrary_loan) 
Audio-video service for blind: 
Talking books for people who are blind or Visually Impaired 
Talking books are recorded materials most often books or magazines 
in audio formats provided by the National Library Service for the 
blind and physically handicapped that are available on free loan to 
people who are blind, visually impaired, or otherwise unable to read or 
use standard printed materials. Talking Book Cassettes have to be 
played on special playback equipment, which is supplied at no cost by 
the Library of Congress and its cooperating libraries, (www.afb.org> 
Living with vision loss>reading and writing) 
OPAC: 
An online public access catalog (often abbreviated as OPAC or simply 
library catalog) is an online database of materials held by a library or 
group of libraries. Users search a library catalog principally to locate 
books and other material available at a library. 
Although a Handfiil of Experimental systems existed as early as the 
1960s, the first large scale online catalogs were developed at Ohio 
State University in 1975 and the Dallas Public Library in 1978. 
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online Public Access Catalog) 
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Web OPAC: 
Maulana Azad Library has recently introduced Web OPAC. Now, a 
distant user can get the information regarding the Hbrary's holdings by 
using Web OPAC through the official website of the university, i.e. 
www.amu.ac.in. 
3.4 LIBSYS 
Introduction of computers in libraries has immensely enhanced the 
effectiveness of library services including efficient organization and 
retrieval of information activities. Since the application of information 
technology in libraries, one of the greatest challenges before the 
library managers is the selection of good library automation software 
package which can cater to the needs of a particular library. In India, 
library automation process started in the last decade of the previous 
century. In development countries computerized of libraries started in 
1940s. The first use of computers in library and information centre in 
India was reported in 1965 at INSDOC, now known as National 
Institution of Science Communication and Information Resources 
(NISCAIR), New Delhi. 
Libsys is the most popular library software in India having more than 
1000 installations in different types of libraries. It has a contract with 
the British Council Divisions of South Asia, to provide automation 
and related services for its libraries. 
Libsys is a library management system developed in C and C++. 
Although the software is based on its own bibliographic database. The 
system has the capability to perform all automated functions. It is 
available for single-user as well as multi-user environment for 
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libraries with limited as well as unlimited collections. It can be 
implemented on almost the popular hardware and software 
technology. Libsys has largest user base in India. 
Libsys software also provides titles entry for retrospective conversion 
following simple procure. The various modules of libsys are as 
follows: 
• Acquisition 
• Cataloguing 
• Circulation 
• Serial control 
• Article Indexing 
• Web OP AC 
3.5 FEATURES OF LIBSYS 
Built Libsys is claimed by its developers to be a fully integrated multi-
user library management System. The system is user friendly, adorned 
with such features as integrated fiinctions; interactive, screen-oriented 
and menu-driven facilities; minimum possible data entry; easily 
instable; user-defined security; database recovery procedure; in-built 
barcodes generation facility; multilingual (Hindi) facilities, etc. The 
system is supplied on CDs along with user's manual. Libsys is 
designed to run on a wide spectrum of Hardware/software platforms. 
It supports client-server envirormient as well as terminal emulation 
and serial port connectivity. (Shabahat and Mehtab, 2007). 
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3.6 RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION AT MAULANA AZAD 
LIBRARY 
Maulana Azad Library started purchasing computers in 1996. So far, 
more than 90 PCs have been purchased. These PCs are all brand 
names, mostly IBM. The library also purchased Libsys Library 
Management software, which was installed in 2001. Prior to the 
purchase of Libsys software, demonstrations of many software 
products, such as Alice for Windows, OP AC Infosys, and Virtua, have 
been demonstrated in the library. 
At the onset, Maulana Azad Library rightly started the retrospective 
conversion of its existing collection. More than 300,000 English 
records have been entered into Libsys. Moreover, a vast number of 
non-English records have been fed into the system. 
A work sheet supporting MARC format was used for the creation of a 
bibliographic dataset of English records. Information on these work 
sheets was filled in directly from books. The permanent staffs were 
deployed for this stupendous task, along with some fresh graduates in 
library science recruited on a contractual basis. For inputting the 
bibliographic information of non-English records, firstly, the 
information on a work sheet needed to be filled in. Then, after 
verification and validation by permanent senior library staff, data entry 
operators were allowed to input the information in Libsys software 
having Unicode support. Significantly, the data entry operators 
engaged in the creation of a bibliographic database of non-English 
records were from library science backgrounds. This meant that the 
verification and validation processes were less time consuming, and 
fewer mistakes were made. Moreover, errors committed were easier to 
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correct. It may be noted that through data import facility from external 
sources, the process of retrospective conversion becomes much easier. 
However, MAL has not adopted this approach. Therefore, the process 
of retrospective conversion has taken a little longer. 
3.7 APPLICATION OF SOFTWARE IN THE ACQUISITION 
SECTION 
Though the library began to use the acquisition module of the software 
a little late, all the features provided in the software are now in use. 
The acquisition section of the library has already entered relevant 
information about various vendors in the appropriate files. It is being 
used for request verification, ordering, and verification of orders. 
Also, the follow up and tracking of orders it allows facilitates the 
speedy delivery of items to the library. Significantly, with the 
application of software in the acquisifion secfion, the clerical chores 
and routine workload of highly trained professional library staff are 
lessening, allowing the staff to focus more on quality and content of 
work. 
3.8. APPLICATION OF SOFTWARE IN THE CIRCULATION 
SYSTEM 
Though the Libsys software in the library was installed way back in 
2001, due to the non-availability of substantial records in the database, 
the circulation system started using Libsys in 2008. Since that time, 
the creation of membership records of more than 25,000 AMU 
students has been completed. In addition, the forms for faculty 
members of the university were also made available by the library. 
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Unfortunately, sizeable numbers of faculty members have yet to fill in 
the form, now mandatory for circulation transactions in Maulana Azad 
Library. (It is worth pointing out here that even before the 
implementations of an automated circulation system, not many faculty 
members had registered to receive manual cards.) 
Students and faculty members who completed the formalities have 
received single bar-coded membership cards with their scanned 
photograph affixed on it. The single bar-coded card replaces multiple 
library cards, with respective user privileges defined at the time of 
registrafion in the computer database. These cards, along with the 
book to be issued, need to be produced at the circulation counter, and 
returns are being done with the help of hand-held scanners. As a 
result, the long queues that were frequently seen earlier are no longer 
witnessed. Sometimes this long wait actually caused a panic among 
students; elimination of these types of disturbances is a remarkable 
step toward maintaining a calm and quiet environment in the library. 
Furthermore, many times users had avoided to visit to the library 
because of the long time required for issue and return purposes. With 
quicker transactions at the circulation counter since the 
implementation, more users have started visiting the library to borrow 
material. The software used has many features in the circulation 
module, and application of all the features has not been made. 
However, all the required and important features, such as issue, return, 
renewals, recall, are being used. In addition, circulation of 
uncatalogued items is also in use. Moreover, different types of useful 
reports such as loan statistics and loan histories are also being 
produced. Since the implementation of automation in the circulation 
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section, stock verification in the library has not yet been done. 
However, the library has decided to take the help of the Libsys 
software whenever the task of stock verification is addressed in the 
future. (Shabahat and Mehtab, 2007) 
3.9 APPLICATIONS OF SERIALS CONTROL IN MAULANA 
AZAD LIBRARY 
The use of a serials control system started on Jan.l, 2004, at the 
Maulana Azad Library. Significantly, the complete list of more than 
1,100 journals that the library receives is available, along with the 
holdings information. This is great achievement on the part of the 
library, as users get complete information about all the journals via 
OPAC. Records related to bound volumes, however, are not available, 
and the library is concerned about this lacuna. This is partly due to 
some deficiencies in Libsys software and partly due to lack of 
expertise of staff-serials control needs more training in order to 
acquire efficiency in handling the module, and the vendor must offer 
more intensive training on this module. 
3.10 OPAC USE IN MAULANA AZAD LIBRARY 
OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue) displays various catalogues 
and indexes such as author, title subject, classified, publisher, place, 
keyword, etc. It supports word-based Boolean searches using logical 
connectors OR, AND and NOT, e-mail facility for making 
recommendations for books, online reservation, SDI services. 
Maulana Azad Library has installed 15 OPAC terminals in different 
sections. Interestingly, on three terminals, non-English records using 
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the Unicode features of Libsys are also available. The OPAC 
terminals are used with great enthusiasm by approximately 1,000 
patrons a day. Most of them prefer to use the terminals on their own, 
though a few pass on their queries to the help desk in order to obtain 
quick results. A high majority of these users are students. Notably, 
faculty members are rarely seen using the OPAC terminals. Maulana 
Azad Library has already planned to go for a web OPAC module so 
that the database of Maulana Azad Library can be made accessible 
from any comer of the globe. 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with the methodology used in the study and has 
been discussed under the following headings: 
Selection of the problem 
Purpose of the study 
Objective of the study 
Hypothesis 
Methodology 
Sample population 
Pilot survey 
Data collection procedure 
Data analysis method. 
4.1 Selection of Problem: 
The problem for the present study is entitled "Use and Application of 
Libsys 7 in Maulana Azad Library, AMU, Aligarh: A Survey". 
The problem deals with the application and the utility of Libsys 7 in 
M.A. Library, AMU, Aligarh, the problems faced by the users 
searching document through OP AC and the utility of Libsys 7 in the 
library. 
4.2 Purpose of the study: 
Though, in the past, a couple of studies have been conducted with 
respect to application of Libsys software and its use in the Maulana 
Azad Library. However, no study as yet, has been conducted 
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regarding Libsys 7 which has been installed in the library recently. 
Due to this reason, the present investigator has selected this topic. 
4.3 Objectives: 
The following objectives have been enumerated for the present study: 
1) To know the application of different modules of Libsys 7 in 
various sections of the library. 
2) To extract the information regarding the utilization of automated 
services; 
3) To know the different access point for searching documents 
through OP AC; 
4) To find out the satisfaction level of the user at the time of searching 
OPAC; 
5) To find out the users opinion regarding the behaviour of library 
staff; 
6) To ascertain the problems faced by the staff while using Libsys 7; 
7) To collect suggestions of the users regarding the improvement of 
OPAC service in MAL. 
4.4 Hypothesis: 
1) Most of the users are dissatisfied with the number of OPAC 
terminals. 
2) Majority of the respondents are satisfied with the behaviour of 
Maulana Azad Library Staff 
3) The users are happy with the user friendly interface of Libsys 7 
OPAC. 
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4.5 Methodology: 
Methodology has its own importance in scientific investigation, 
because objectivity in any research investigation can't be obtained 
unless it is carried out in a very systematic and planned manner. The 
categorization of the proposed investigation into certain type of 
research/survey. A corresponding method or methods designed for it 
and appropriate techniques for collecting and analysing data are 
together known as methodology. 
Several techniques for collecting data are available for the user studies 
such as questionnaire method, Personal interview. Telephonic 
interview and observation. For this study the investigators used 
questionnaire, observation and informal interview for the collection of 
data. There are several techniques for collecting data such as: 
i. Observation method; 
ii. Interview method; 
iii. Questionnaire method; 
iv. Schedules method; 
V. Dairy method; 
vi. Other method which includes: 
• Using mechanical devices; 
• Through project techniques; 
• Depth interview and content analyses etc. for this study the 
investigator used Questionnaire and Interview method for 
collecting necessary data. 
Observation method: 
Observation is a well established technique for collection of data. It is 
the method of acquiring knowledge about the world around us. The 
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observation method is normally employed in measuring, testing, 
characterizing human behaviour. Under the observation method, the 
information is sought by way of investigator's own direct observation 
without asking from the respondent. In measuring, testing 
characterizing human being with the observation behaviour. But in 
this study this method has been avoided because observation method 
is time consuming and the investigator does not that much time. 
Interview method: 
Interview method, as a social survey tool is used by contemporary 
investigators. The interview method is more direct and has greater 
flexibility. This method is unique because the collection of data is 
through direct verbal interaction between individuals. The investigator 
used personal interview asked question generally in a face to face 
contact with other persons or respondents. 
Schedules method: 
Under this method the enumerators are appointed and given training. 
They are provided with schedules containing relevant questions. There 
enumerators go to respondents with these schedules. Data are 
collected by filling up the schedules by enumerator on the basis of 
replies given by respondents. Accuracy depends upon the capability of 
enumerator in this method. Some occasional field checks on the work 
of the enumerators may ensure sincere work. This method along with 
the questionnaire method has been adopted to collect the samples for 
the present study, as it easy for the enumerator to get the questionnaire 
filled collect and this method proved the base method among others. 
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Questionnaire method: 
Questionnaire has been one of the standard means of gathering data in 
library. Questionnaire is a tool to collect data from diverse large and 
widely scattered population groups, Goode and Hatt 3 states; 
questionnaire refers to a device for securing answers to questions by 
using a form which the respondent files. The important step in the 
method consist of a careful translations of the objectives of survey in 
to a set of question, may ask for opinion or factual information. The 
questionnaire formed in such a ways that the relation another can be 
readily apparel to the respondent. Question sequence must be clear 
and answer can be given by checking yes or no by selecting the 
possible answers provided in the questionnaire. This method has been 
included in this study as it gives the enumerator as well as the 
respondent a clear way to give and collect samples. 
Types of Questionnaire: 
• Open Questionnaire 
• Closed Questionnaire 
Open Questionnaire:-
In this type of questionnaire no answer is given against question. 
Respondent can supply the answer the answer in his/her own words. 
Closed Ouestionnaire:-
In this type of questionnaire answer is given against the question. The 
respondent has to select the alternative written against the question so 
the, work of the respondent is to indicate his/her choice. 
Sample Method: 
The total number of questionnaire distributed was 300 and the total 
numbers of filled questionnaire returned by student were 281. 
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Data Collection Procedure: 
In order to collect the data, the investigator had designed two set of 
questionnaires, the first one was distributed to in- charges of different 
sections in Maulana Azad Library. These in-charges have mentioned 
the utilities that are being used in different modules. The second 
questionnaires related to the users have been distributed to three 
hundred (300) students comprising Graduates, Post-Graduates and 
Research scholars. 
Data Analysis Method: 
The data collected through the questionnaire method were organized 
and tabulated by using method, and data was compared for analyses 
using percentage method. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
The present chapter has been divided into two parts. Part A deals with 
the application of the Libsys 7 software in Maulana Azad Library 
while Part B is related with the user's opinion about Online Public 
Access Catalogue (OPAC). In order to collect the data, the 
investigator had designed two set of questionnaires, the first one was 
distributed to the in-charges of different sections in Maulana Azad 
Library. These in-charges have mentioned the utilities that are being 
used in different modules. The second questionnaire related to the 
users has been distributed to three hundred (300) students comprising 
Under-Graduates, Post-Graduates and Research scholars. The 
collected data have been tabulated and analysed in the following 
pages. 
PART A 
M.A.Library started process of automation in 2002. The library has 
achieved maximum of automation in all section. 
Library software (Libsys 7.0) is used by the library. It has eight 
modules namely: acquisition, cataloguing, circulation, serials, article 
indexing, Web OPAC, administration. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Table 1: Modules supported by LIBSYS 7 
Modules supported by 
Libsys 7 
Acquisition 
Cataloguing 
Circulation 
Yes 
^ 
^ 
^ 
No 
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4. 
5. 
6. 
7. . 
Serials 
Article indexing 
Web OP AC 
Administration 
^/ 
y 
y 
>/ 
Table 2: Automated Services provided by the library 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Services 
Automated circulation of 
books 
CD-ROM Database services 
On-line Journal subscription 
Web OP AC 
Digital resources 
Yes 
V 
^ 
^ 
^ 
No 
V 
It is quite clear from the table-2 that the library provides all of the 
above automated services viz.Automated circulation of books, CD-
ROM Database services, online journal subscription and Digital 
resources. Notably, Digital Resource Centre has recently been opened 
in the library. 
1. Acquisition module: 
Table 3: Features of Acquisition module 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
Features of 
Acquisition module 
Enter title 
Approval process 
Yes 
^ 
>/ 
No 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Place order 
Receiving 
Invoice processing 
Budgets 
Queries 
Record keeping 
^ 
^ 
^ 
^ 
^ 
^ 
Most of the works in the Acquisition section i.e. enter title, approval 
process, place order, receiving, invoice processing, budgets, queries 
and record keeping is performed. 
Maulana Azad Library has created computerized database of 
vendors/suppliers/publishers etc. However, the library does not place 
order of books/journals online. Nevertheless, budget control etc. is 
maintained partially computerized in Maulana Azad Library. 
2. Cataloguing module: 
Table 4: Features of Cataloguing section 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Features of 
Cataloguing module 
Maintenance 
Online searches 
Current awareness 
Bibliography 
Print catalogue cards 
Reports 
Housekeeping 
Data Import/export 
Stock verification 
Yes 
^ 
^ 
V 
^ 
V 
^ 
No 
^ 
^/ 
^ 
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Most of the works in the Cataloguing section i.e. online searches, 
current awareness, bibliography, print catalogue cards, reports, 
housekeeping, data import/export and stock verification is performed. 
Maulana Azad Library has a collection of 11, 46,281 (Eleven lakhs 
forty six thousands two hundred and eighty one) documents. The 
collection consists of books, periodicals, manuscripts, pamphlets, 
painting and photographs. The library has entered more than 90 % of 
the collection in the Libsys software. The library is famous for its 16, 
000 rare manuscripts collection. However, the manuscripts database 
has not created using Libsys software. 
AACR 2 format is being used by the library for the purpose of 
cataloguing. 
3. Circulation module: 
Table 5: Features of Circulation module 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Features of 
Circulation module 
Check out 
Check in 
Inter library loan 
Enquiries 
Reports 
Online searches 
Self check in 
Yes 
^ 
^ 
^ 
^ 
V 
No 
^ 
, / 
Most of the works in the Circulation section i.e. check out, check in, 
enquiries, reports, online searches, self check in is performed with the 
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help of automated circulation system. Maulana Azad Library has 
created the records of all bonafide members in Libsys software 
completely. As the library has created membership record in computer 
of all bonafide members of the library, charging and discharging of 
documents is done with the help of computer. The process is done by 
scanning the barcode labels (pasted on the documents) with the 
assistance of handheld barcode scanner. 
4. Periodical section: 
Table 6: Features of Periodical section 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 . • 
9. 
10. 
Features of 
Serials control 
Subscription 
Issue management 
Article indexing 
Record keeping 
Enquiries 
Reports 
Housekeeping 
Stock verification 
Circulation 
Union catalogue 
Yes 
^ 
v^ 
^/ 
y 
V 
V 
No 
^ 
^ 
V 
^ 
Most of the work in periodical section i.e. subscription, issue 
management, record keeping, enquiries, reports, housekeeping is 
maintained by using automated serial control system. 
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Maulana Azad Library subscribes 768 foreign journals and 230-240 
journals are received by library as gifts. Maulana Azad Library 
subscribes journals in electronic format. The library subscribes both 
type of electronic journals i.e. ftill text and indexing and abstracting 
journals. Records of payment, expenditure, and budget are maintained 
manually in the periodical section of the library. 
Subscription of e-journals 
E-Resources available through UGC-ESfFONET Digital Library 
Consortium. The UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium 
subscribes for its member institutions. Aligarh Muslim University is 
also one of the members of Consortia. 
PARTB 
User's opinion about OP AC 
Table 7: Frequency of visit to the library 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Frequency 
Daily 
2-3 times in a week 
Once in a week 
Seldom 
No. of 
Respondents 
128 
92 
39 
24 
%of 
Respondents 
45.51 % 
32.74 % 
13.87% 
8.54 % 
Table 7 depicts that 128, i.e. 45.5l%of the respondents visit the library 
daily, followed by 92, i.e. 32.84% visit weekly, followed by 39 i.e. 
13.87%) visit monthly, followed by 24 i.e. 8.54%) who visit the library 
seldom. It is evident from the above table that out of 281 respondents 
128 i.e 45.51% visit the library daily. 
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Daily 2-3 times in a weeic Once in a week Seldom 
Table 8: Purpose of visiting the library 
, S.No. 
1. 
:2. 
3. 
4. 
Purpose 
For reading material 
To borrow/return books 
To spend leisure time 
Any other 
No. of 
Respondents 
182 
96 
16 
8 
%of 
Respondents 
64.76 % 
34.16% 
5.69 % 
2.84 % 
Table 8 reveals that 182 respondents i.e. 64.76 % of the respondents 
visits library for study purpose; followed by 96 i.e. 34.16 % to 
borrow/return books from the library; 16 i.e. 5.69 % to spend leisure 
time; followed by 8 i.e. 2.84 % for other purpose (which includes 
citation, Xerox facility etc.). 
It is evident from the table that maximum number of respondents, 128, 
i.e. 64.76% visits the library for study purpose. 
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For study purpose To borrow/return To spend leisure time Any other 
books 
S.No 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Table 9: Use of various access points in OPAC 
Access point for 
searching 
By Subject 
By Author 
By Title 
S Others 
No. of 
Respondents 
99 
145 
137 
%of 
Respondents 
35.23 % 
51.60% 
48.75 % 
The data shows 99(35.23%) of the respondents search OPAC through 
subject, 145 (51.60%) of the respondents search OPAC through 
author, 137(48.75%) of the respondents search OPAC through title 
and no of the respondents use other access points for searching the 
material of the libray. 
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Use of various access points in OPAC 
Table 10: Purpose of using OPAC 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Purpose 
Search the library 
material 
Bibliographic detail 
Location and copies 
Availability of the 
material 
No. of 
Respondents 
149 
22 
64 
110 
%of 
Respondents 
53.02% 
7.82% 
22.77 
39.14% 
The table 10 depicts that a majority 149 (53.02%) of the respondents 
consult the OPAC to search the material; followed by the 22 (7.82%) 
for bibliographic detail; 64 (22.77%) respondents consult for location 
and copies and 110 (39.14%) of the respondents consult it to 
availability of the material. 
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160 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
Purpose of using OPAC 
110 
22 
Search the library Bibliographic Location and Availability of the 
material detail copies material 
Table 11: Satisfaction with OPAC results 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Satisfaction 
Fully 
Moderately 
Rarely 
Not Satisfied 
No. of 
Respondents 
76 
163 
44 
3 
%of 
Respondents 
27.06 % 
58 % 
15.65% 
1.067% 
Table 11 depicts that more than half of the respondents, 163, i.e. 58% 
were satisfied moderately with the results of OPAC; followed by 76, 
i.e. 27.06% satisfied fully; followed by 44, i.e. 15.65% rarely satisfied; 
and only 3, i.e. 1.067% of the respondents were not satisfied. 
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Satisfaction with OPAC results 
Fully 
163 
44 i. 
Moderately Rarely Not Satisfied 
Table 12: Opinion about behaviour of staff 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
Behaviour 
Excellent 
Very Good 
Good 
Average 
No. of 
Respondents 
35 
48 
131 
68 
%of 
Respondents 
12.45% 
17.08% 
46.61 % 
24.19% 
The above table 12 indicates that out of 281 respondents only 35 
(12.45%) express the view that the behaviour of the library staff is 
excellent; 48 (17.08%) express the view that the behaviour of the 
library staff is very good; 131 (46.61%) express good and 24.19% 
express their view that the behaviour staff is average. 
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100% 
100% 
12.-
Behaviour of Staff 
17.1 46.( 24.: 
100% 
99% 
• 35 
Excellent Verver Very Good 
R 3 ^ « 
Good Average 
1/ 
Table 13: Satisfaction with No. of OP AC terminals 
Satisfaction with no. of 
OPAC 
Yes 
No 
%of 
Respondents 
154(54.85%) 
125(45.48%) 
The table 13 shows that most of the respondents, 154, i.e. 54.85% are 
satisfied with the number of OPAC terminals presently available in 
the library whereas 125, i.e. 45.48% are not satisfied. 
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Table 14: Reason effacing problem 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Reason 
Lack of training 
Insufficient number of 
computers 
Often system do not work 
properly 
Non-cooperative attitude 
of staff 
No. of 
Respondents 
34 
130 
110 
18 
%of 
Respondents 
12.09% 
46.26 % 
39.14% 
6.40 % 
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Table 14 is in continuation to the response given by 125 respondents. 
It indicates that 34 (12.09%) of the respondents face problem for using 
OP AC because of lack of training; followed by 130 (46.26%) face 
problem due to insufficient numbers of computers; followed by 110 
(39.14%) due to improper functioning of the system and 18 (6.40%)) of 
the respondents face problem because of non-cooperative attitude of 
staff. 
Reason of facing problem 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
Lack of training Insufficient Often system do Non-cooperative 
number of not work properly attitude of staff 
computers 
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CHAPTER 6 
FINDINGS i& SUGGESTIONS 
This study sought to examine the "Use & Applications of Libsys 7 in 
Maulana Azad Library, AMU, Aligarh." Most of the objectives are 
met satisfactory and most of the users think that insufficient number of 
computers is obligatory for the effective utilization of automated 
services. 
The major objectives of this study were discussed in chapter 4. In 
order to achieve those objectives the hypotheses is formulated and 
tested. 
6.1 FINDINGS: 
Findings from Part A: 
Part A deals with the application of the Libsys 7 software in Maulana 
Azad Library while Part B deals with the OP AC. 
Acquisition Module: 
Findings of the study suggests that most of the features of Acquisition 
module i.e. enter title, approval process, invoice processing, budgets, 
queries, record keeping are in use by the staff of library. Nevertheless, 
placement of order is not done online. This owe to lack of training in 
the above module. 
The library has computerized database of vendors/suppliers/ 
publishers/ etc. The library does not place order of books/ Journals 
online. Budget control is maintained partially computerized in MAL. 
Cataloguing Module: 
Study shows that most of the features of Cataloguing Module are in 
use except the data import/export and stock verification. More than 
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90% of the collection has been entered in the Libsys software. AACR 
2 format is being used by the library for the purpose of cataloguing. 
Circulation Modules: 
Study also shows that maximum number of features of Circulation 
module i.e. checks out, check in, enquiries, reports, and online 
searches are in use except interlibrary loan and self check in. The 
library has created membership record in computer of all bonafide 
members of the library charging and discharging of documents is done 
with the help of computer. The library use barcode scanner for the 
purpose of issue and return. 
The substantial use of circulation module has literally eliminated the 
long queues, erstwhile seen, at the circulation counter. 
Periodical section: 
Most of the work in periodical section i.e. subscription, issue 
management, record keeping, enquiries, reports, housekeeping is 
maintained using automated serial control system. 
Maulana Azad Library subscribes 768 foreign journals and 230-240 
journals are received by library as gifts. The library subscribes 
journals in electronic format. E-Resources available through UGC-
INFONET Digital Library Consortium. 
Findings from Part B: 
Part B deals with the user's opinion about online public access 
catalogue (OPAC). 
1) Most of the respondents of MAL visits library daily. 
2) Study also shows that most of the respondents visits library for 
reading material. 
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3) From the study clearly denotes that respondents used access 
points is title followed by the name of the author and subject. 
4) On the satisfaction of the users after searching OP AC, the study 
revealed that most of the respondents are satisfied with the 
information found during their search of OP AC. 
5) Study conducted that around 50% of the users found the 
behaviour of the staff good while only 13% of the respondents 
find the behaviour excellent. 
6) Notably, a large number of users complained about insufficient 
number of OPAC terminals. This complains may owe to the 
facts that out of available OPAC terminals, only eight are 
properly working. 
6.2 TENABILITY OF HYPOTHESES: 
The tenability of hypotheses can be checked in the light of above 
findings: 
Hypotheses 1: 
Most of the users are dissafisfied with the number of OPAC terminals. 
It was evident fi-om the study that 130 (46.26%)) of the respondents are 
dissatisfied with the number of OPAC terminals. Therefore, this 
hypothesis proves true. 
Hypotheses 2: 
Majority of the respondents are safisfied with the behaviour of 
Maulana Azad Library staff. 
It is evident from the study that 131 (46.61%) express the view that 
the behaviour of the library staff is good. Hence, this hypothesis also 
turns true. 
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Hypotheses 3: 
The users are happy with the user friendly interface of Libsys 7 
OP AC. 
It was evident from the study that 163 (58%) of the respondents were 
satisfied moderately with the results of OP AC. So, this hypothesis is 
true. 
6.3 SUGGESTIONS: 
1) The library must conduct user education/orientation program 
regularly so that users may be trained about using different 
types of automated services, so as to put the library resource to 
optimal use. 
2) Periodical training should be arranged for the staff of Library to 
equip them in all the modules of Libsys 7. 
3) The library should conduct seminars, conferences, workshops 
and exhibitions in order to update and generate knowledge of 
students regarding the information technology used in various 
fields. 
4) OPAC facility should be improved by providing more number 
of computers. 
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Questionnaire 
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE, 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH. 
Respected Sir, 
I am conducting a survey on "USE AND APPLICATION OF 
LIBSYS 7 IN MAULANA AZAD LIBRARY, AMU, ALIGARH: 
A SURVEY" under the supervision of Dr. Mehtab Alam Ansari, 
Assistant Professor, Department of Library and Information Science, 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. May I request you to kindly 
spare some of your valuable time in filling up this questionnaire. I will 
be very thankful to you for your co-operation. 
Yours truly 
Mariyam Mateen. 
QUESTIONNAIRE (For staff) 
Q.No.l. The modules supported by Libsys 7: 
a) Acquisition 
b) Cataloguing 
c) Circulation 
d) Serials 
e) Article indexing 
f) Web OP AC 
g) Administration 
h) Utilities 
Questionnaire 
Q.No.2. How many features of Acquisition module are in use in your 
library? 
a) Enter title 
b) Approval process 
c) Place order 
d) Receiving 
e) Invoice processing 
f) Budgets 
g) Queries 
h) Recordkeeping 
Q.No.3. How many features of Cataloguing module are in use in 
your library? 
a) Maintenance 
b) Online searches 
c) Current awareness 
d) Bibliography 
e) Print catalogue cards 
f) Reports 
g) Housekeeping 
h) Data Import/Export 
i) Stock verification 
Questionnaire 
Q.No.4. How many features of Circulation module are in use in your 
library? 
a) Check out 
b) Check in 
c) Inter library loan 
d) Enquiries 
e) Reports 
f) Online searches 
g) Self check in 
Q.No.5. How many features of Serials control are in use in your 
library? 
a) Subscription 
b) Issue management 
c) Articles indexing 
d) Recordkeeping 
e) Enquiries 
f) Reports 
g) Housekeeping 
h) Stock verification 
i) Circulation 
]) Union catalogue 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Questionnaire 
Q.No.6. How many features of Administration module are in use in 
your library? 
a) Subscription ( ) 
b) Article indexing ( ) 
Q.No.7. How many features of Maintenance module are in use in 
your library? 
a) Add data ( ) 
b) Modify data ( ) 
c) Remove data ( ) 
d) Details ( ) 
e) Checklist ( ) 
Q.No.8. Services provided by your library: 
a) Circulation service ( ) 
b) Indexing service ( ) 
c) Inter library loan ( ) 
d) Ready reference service ( ) 
e) Bibliographic service ( ) 
f) SDI ( ) 
g) Reprographic service ( ) 
h) Book exhibition/fairs. ( ) 
IV 
Questionnaire 
Q.No.9. Which of the following automated services are provided by 
your library? 
a) Automated circulation of books 
b) CD-ROM Database services 
c) On-line journal Subscription 
d) Web OP AC 
e) Digital resources 
Personal Details: 
Name 
Course 
Faculty/Department 
Questionnaire (For users) 
(Note: 
Please fill the information in the blank space or put tick mark in the brackets, you 
can give multiple answers for a question). 
Q.No.l. Do you visit the library? 
Yes 0 No 0 
If yes, how often do you visit the library? 
a) Daily ( ) 
b) 2-3 times in a week ( ) 
c) Once in a week ( ) 
d) Seldom ( ) 
Q.No.2. What is the main purpose of your visit to the library? 
a) For reading materials ( ) 
b) To borrow/return books ( ) 
c) To spend leisure time ( ) 
d) Any other (please specify). ( ) 
Q.No.3. How do you search the library material in library? 
a) Search the shelves on your own ( ) 
b) Ask the library staff/friend ( ) 
c) Consult the library catalogue ( ) 
d) Through OPAC ( ) 
Q.No.4. Are you aware about the OPAC? 
Yes( ) No( ) 
Q.No.5. What access point do you use for searching the document through 
OPAC? 
a) Subject ( ) 
b) Title ( ) 
c) Authors ( ) 
d) Other ( ) 
Q.No.6. What is the purpose of using OP AC? 
a) Search the Ubrary material ( ) 
b) Bibhographic detail ( ) 
c) Location and copies ( ) 
d) Availability of the material ( ) 
Q.No.7. To what extent you are satisfied with the results from OP AC? 
a) Fully ( ) 
b) Moderately ( ) 
c) Rarely ( ) 
d) Not satisfied " ( ) 
Q.No.8. How do you rate the behaviour of library staff? 
a) Excellent ( ) 
b) Very good ( ) 
c) Good ( ) 
d) Average ( ) 
Q.No.9. Number of OP AC terminals available in your library is sufficient to 
meet your information needs? 
Yes( ) No( ) 
Q.No.lO. Do you feel any problem while using OPAC? 
Yes( ) No( ) 
If yes, please specify 
a) Lack of training ( ) 
b) Insufficient number of terminals ( ) 
c) Often system do not work properly ( ) 
d) Non-cooperative attitude of staff ( ) 
Q.No.ll. Please mention your valuable suggestions regarding the 
improvement of OPAC service in Maulana Azad Library? 
Thanking you 
